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The word length effect--lhe finding that lislsofshort words are beuer recalledlhanlists

of long words--has been termed one of the benchmark findings that any theory of

immediate memory must address. The effect is viewed as the best remaining evidence for

time-based decay of information in short-term memory. However, previous studies

invesligating this effecl have confounded word length withorthographicneighborhood

size. I suggesl here thal the word lenglheffectmaybebeuerexplainedbythedifferences

in lexicaJ properties of short and long words than by length. ExperimenlS laand Ib

revealed lypicaJ effeclsofJength when short and Jong words were equaledonalireJevant

dimensionsexceplforneighborhoodsize.Experiments2and3showedlhat when short

and long words were equated for neighborhood size,lhe word lengtheffectdisappeared.

Experimenl4replicatedlhedisappearanceoflhewordlenglheffecI with spoken recall

In Experiment 5, one-syllable words wilha large neighborhood wererecalledbeuerlhan

one-syllable words with a small neighborhood. Experimenl 6 found that concurrent

articulationremovedtheeffectofneighborhoodsize,justasitremoves the effect of word

length. Experiment 7 demonstrated that this pattern is also found with nonwards. In

Experimenl 8, Jenglh and neighborhood size were manipuJated and only effects of the

lauerwerefound.Theseresultsareproblernaticforanylheoryofrnemorythat includes

decayoffsetbyrehearsal,butareconsistentwithaccountsthatinclude a redintegrative

slagelhal is susceptible lodisruption by noise. The results also confinntheimportanceof

lexical and Iinguislic factors on memory tasks lhought to tap short-tenn memory. These

results add lo the growing literalure idenlifying problems for theories of memory that

include decay offsel by rehearsal asacenlral feature.
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Chapter'

1.1 TheWordLengthElTecl

The word lengtheffect--the finding that lists of short words (e.g., lead, pig, grape)

are recalled betlerthan lists of long words (e.g., aluminum, elephant,banana)--hasplayed

such a significant a role in thedeve)opment of theories of memory that it is now regarded

as a "benchmark finding" that current theories of short-tenn or working memory must

address (Lewandowsky & Farrell,2(08). Indeed,the basic finding isone of the core

phenomena that led directly to the development nfthe phonological loop component of

working memory (Baddeley, 1992). It has been temled the "best remaining solid evidence"

for the existence of such temporary memory systems (Cowan, 1995, p. 42), and is the focus

of many computational models (e.g., Brown & Hulme, 1995; Burgess & Hitch,1999;

Neath & Nairne, 1995; Page & Norris, 1998; Hulme. Surprenant, Bireta, Stuart, & Neath,

2004). Here, I consider evidence that questions the idea that lengthperseisthecritical

factor underlying the word length effect.

• .2 Word Length and Working Memory

Although the basic finding was known earlier (e.g., Watkins, 1972), the first

systematic exploration of the word length effect was reported by Baddeley,Thomson,and

Buchanan (J975). They reported three key results. First, a set of words was created in

which the short and long items differed in pronunciation time but were equated for number

of syllables. number of phonemes, and frequency. More short words were recalled on an

immediate spoken serial recall test than long words. This is nowreferred to as the rime·



basedwordlellgthejfectasthekeydifferencebetweentheshortandlongwordsisthetime

necessary to pronounce the words. Second,adifferent set of words wascreatedwhich

varied in both pronunciation time and in the number of phonemes andlorsyllables. One to

5-syllable words from the same semantic calegory were used (e.g., Maine, Utah, Wyoming,

Alabama, Louisiana). Again more short words were recalled than longer words. This

finding is known as the syllable·based word length effect. The thirdkeytindingwasthat

both types of word length effects were removed if participants engagedinconcurrent

articulation,repealedlysayinglhedigits 1 t08 outloudal an approximate rateoflhree

digits persecond,during list presentation. I use the term cOllcurremarticlIlarionratherthan

the more usual articulatory suppression becausetheformerisa neutraI description of what

theparticipanl is asked to do. Inconlrast,thelalterlerm implies a specific effecloflhe

manipulation and I will argue for a different effect of this manipulationlaterinthisthesis.

According to Baddeley's working memory framework (Baddeley, 1986, 1992,

2000),lhe time-based word lengtheffecl,lhe syllable-based word length effect, and the

abolishment of both word length effects with concurrent articulation all reflect the

operationofthephonologicalloop.Theto-be-rememberedwordsenterthephonological

store and decay after about two seconds if the articulatory control processdoesnotrefresh

them. The articulatory control process is a subvocal rehearsal loop that counteracts the

decay of information in the phonological store. Forgeningoccurs when the time necessary

to rehearse the items is longer than the decay rate. Assuming that there isa positive

relationship between the rate of rehearsal and pronunciation time ,itwill take longer to

refresh a list of long wordsthanalistofshortwordsand,thereforefewerlongwordsare



available to be recalled compared to short words. Concurrentarticulation is assumed under

thisaccounttopreventtheuseofthearticulatorycontrolprocessso neither short nor long

ilemscan be refreshed,making recall performance for short wordsequivalent 10 recall

performance for long words.

1.3 The Time·Based Word LengthEITect

The time-based word lengtheffeCl was established in two initiaJ studies. In their

Experiment3,Baddeleyetal.(197S)showedthatlistsofdisyliabicwordsthatcouldbe

saidquickly(bishop,pecrill,ember,wicket.wiggle.pewrer,tipple,hackle,decor,phal/ic)

were recalled better than lists of disyllabic words that look longer 10 pronounce (Friday.

coerce,hltmane,harpooll,llitrore, cyclolle, morphine, fYCOOIl. voodoo, zygote). In

Experiment4,a subset of these words was used such that the short andlongwordswere

equated for the number of syllables, the number of phonemes (given Scottish

pronunciation), and frequency. Once again, a word lengtheffeCl was obtained: Words that

took less time to say were recalled better than the words that took more time to say. Since it

takes longer for the articulatory control process to refresh a listofwords that takes longer

1O pronounce, they are more prone to forgetting than a list of words that takeslesstimeto

pronounce.Theseresultsweretakenassupportforthephonologica1loop component of

lVorkingmemory(Baddeley,1986).

Many studies have since replicated this time-based word lengtheffeet using the

original stimuli (e.g., Cowan, Day, Saults, Kellar. Johnson, & Flores, 1992; Longoni,

Richardson, & Aiello, 1993; Lovatt, Avons, & Masterson, 2000; aime, Neath, & Serra,

1997). However. there are no other sets of stimuli that produce thisresult.Forexample,



eath,Bireta,andSurprenant(2003)lestedfourdifferentsetsofshon and long words lhat

were equated for the number of syllables and phonemes, but differedinpronunciationtime:

Only the original Baddeleyet al. (1975) stimuli produced a word Ienglheffect.An

additional sel of English words (Lovatl el al.,2(00) and aselofFinn ishnonwords(Service,

1998) also failed to yield a lime-based word length effecl. Thus, whereas one sel of words

does consistently produce theeffecl,fiveothersetsofstimuli do nOI.Neathetal.(2003)

concluded lhallhe lime-based word length effect was due to some unknown propeny of the

original stimuli. They noted that unless a large number of other stimulus sets were shown to

result in a time-based word length effect, it was reasonabletoconcludethattheeffectdoes

notexisl. As Nealhel al. (2003) pointed oUl,lhe absence ofa lime-basedwordlengtheffect

when using any other words than those used by Baddeleyel al. (1975) poses a problem for

theories lhat incorporate something like the phonological loop. Proponents of the

phonological loop hypothesize a positive correlation between pronunciationtimeandthe

rate of rehearsal. Words decay in the phonological storeaftertwQ seconds unless they are

rehearsed. A list of words that takes longer to pronounce shouldalways be recalled worse

thana lis(ofwords that takes less time to pronounce because more"1ong" words will have

timetodecaybeforelheycanberefreshedbytheaniculatoryconlrolprocess.

1.4 TheSyllable-BasedWordLenglhElTecl

A syllable-based word length effect is observed when words differ on both the

number of syllables and the time it takes to pronounce them. In contrastto the time-based

wordlenglheffect,lhesyliable-basedlVordlenglheffectisrobuSl and has been

demonstraledwith nurnerousdifferent sets of stimuli and a large variety of tasks including



reconstructionoforder(Neathetal.,2003),serialrecognilion(Baddeley, Chincona,

Stafford, & Turk, 2002), free recall (Watkins, 1972), single-item probe recall (Avons,

Wrighl, & Pammer, 1994), and complex span (Tehan, Hendry & Kocinski, 200 I).

However, there are still disagreements about the cause ofthiseffect.The following sections

will outline the different models lhat have been proposed to accounl for the word lenglh

1.4.1 Phonological Loop Models-List-Based Models

Oneciassoftheories.basedonthephonologicalloop.invokesanexplanationbased

on the trade-off between decay and pronuncialion time (e.g., Burgess&Hitch,1999,2006;

Page&Norris,1998,2003),lhelackofapuretime-basedeffectnotwithstanding.

Accordingtothephonologicalloopexplanation,wordsarehypothesizedlodecay in lhe

phonological loop after about two seconds if they are not rehearsed. Forgetting occurs

when the time it takes to rehearse the words is longer than the decay rate. Since long words

take longer to pronounce than short words, it takes longer to rehearsealistoflongwords

and they are more susceptible 10 forgening. Accordingly, long words will not be recalled

as well as short words. Models based on the phonological loop predict both a lime-based

and a syllable-based word length effect. Concurrent articulalion preventstheuseoflhe

al1iculatorycontrolprocesstorefreshthememorytracesinthephonologicalstore.Neither

shortnorlongitemscanberefreshed.Recaliperforrnanceforshortwords would then be

equivalent to recall perfonnance for long words since they do not have the rehearsal

advantage anymore

To generate evidence in support of this view, researchers began examining recall of



short and long items in pure lists (i.e., those made upofonlyshort or only long items) and

mixed lists, in which equal nurnbersofshortand long items occurred. Usinga

computational model thaI incorporates the assumptions oflhe phonological loop, Burgess

andHitch(1999;FigureI6)generatedlhepredictionthalrecalloflistsmadeupofa

mixture of short and long words would fall in between that of pure short and pure long lists.

The lisl thaI can be rehearsed mosl quickly, the pure short list, will be recalled best, and the

list that takes the longest amount of time to rehearse, the pure 10ng list, will be recalled

worst. The mixed lists take less time to rehearse than the pure long lists, but more time than

Ihepureshortlists,andsorecaJllevelwillbeintermediate.

Ofrelevancetothecurrentlhesis,phonologicalloopmodelsmakefourpredictions.

First, for pure lists of all short or all long words, a word lengtheffect will be observed ,with

short words being better recalled than long words. Second, for mixedlislsofallernaling

shortandlongwords,recallperformanceforshortwordswillbeequivalent to recall

performance for long words. Since mixed lists take more time to rehearsethanlislsofshort

words, but less time to rehearse than lists of long words, recall level for mixed lists will fall

between recall perfonnanceforpureshon lists and pure long lists.Third,concurrent

f.lniculation will abolish rehearsal for both shon and long words, making recall of short and

long words equivalent. Founh,since phonological loop models expiain the word length

effect by the trade-off between decay and pronunciation time, the samepauemofresults

stated in predictions 1,2,and3shouldalsobeobservedwithpronounceablenonwords



Incontrasttoamodelbasedonlhephonologicalloop,lheoriesbasedonthe

properties of individual items make quile different predictions. Inthefollowingsection,

lhree item-based models will be described: The Fealure Model, the Brown and Hulme

(1995) Model, and the Scale Invariant Memory, Perception, and LearningModel

(SIMPLE). Olher ilem-based modelsexislthat includeanexplanalionoflhesyllable-based

word lengtheffecl but the following three were selected because they make clear-cut

predictionsaboul the effect of length on recall and because lhey have been adapted inlo

compulalionalmodels

The Feature Model (Nairne, 1988, 1990) assumes that items are represented as a sel

of features called vectors. After the presentation ofa list of words,themnemonic

representation of those words resembles degraded vectors, or traces.lnorderloberecalled

properly, these traces need to be reassembled using long-term memoryinformation.The

more segments there are, the more chances of committing a re~assembly errOT. Since long

wordshavemoresegrnentsthatneedtobereassembledthanshortwordS,thereisagreater

chance of committing an error for long words. Consequently, short words will always be

belter recalled lhan long words (Nealh & Nairne, 1995). According to this account. lisl

composition does not matter; short items in mixed lists should be recalled just as well as

short items in pure lists. Because a word length effect arises due toassembly errors, the

Feature Model predicts a word length effeclonly when long and short words vary on the

numberofsyllablesorphonemes.Thereshouldbenodifferenceinrecall performance



between two lists of words that differ only in pronuncialion time, not on the number of

syllables, since the word lenglheffect is believed to be caused by reassembly errors.

The Feature Model also makes a prediction about the interaction between the word-

length effect and concurrent articulation. Concurrent articulation is seen as adding noise to

lheveclorsofeach individual word. This process is called feature adoption. Feature

adoption decreases the similarity between the word vector and thecorrespondingwordin

long-term memory, making recall harder. Even though short words have fewer segments

than long words and should be easier to reassemble for recall, the wordlengtheffectwould

be abolished with concurrent articulation because the noise created byconcurrent

articulation removes the advantage that short words had. The word vectors for both short

and long words would differ greatly from the corresponding words in long-term memory.

Ofrelevancetothecurrentthesis,theFeatureModelmakesfourpredictions.First,for

pure lists of all short or all long words, a word length effect will beobserved when the to-

be-recalled words differ in the number of syllables, with short words being beuer recalled

than long words. Second, for mixed Iistsofahernating short and Iong words, short words

will always be better recalled than long words. Third, concurrent articu lation will abolish

the short word advantage, making recall of short and long wordsequi valent. Fourth, since

the Feature Model explains the word length effect as being due to reassemblyerrorsbased

on how many syllables the to-be remembered items have, the same pattern of results stated

in prediction 1,2,and 3 should also be observed with nonwords

It is, however, important to note that if the word length effect isfoundto be caused by

somethingotherthanthenumberofsyllablesthewordshave,itisnotcritical to the Feature



Model. Since the word length effect is explained by the fact that there is a greater chance of

committing a reassembly error at recall for long words than for short words, the Feature

Model can easily remove the process lhat accounts for the word length effecl without

removing its ability to account for other core memory phenomena. In fact, a rudimentary

redintegrative process was included in early versions of the FeatureModel. If this

redintegrative process is reinstated in the model,the Feature ModeI has the ability to

explain how item characteristics can affecl shol1-tenn recall performanceo

Brown and Hulme (1995) proposed a model in which rehearsal plays no role at all,

but rather, differential decay of individual items is what leads to the word length effect. In

contrast to the Feature Model where interference accounts forforgettinginshort-tenn

memory, the Brown and Hulme (1995) model hypothesizes that each segment of an item

decays over time. In the Brown and Hulmemodel,forgeuingiscausedbydecay,not

interference. Since long words have more segments, the probability of correctly recalling

every individual segment of a long word is smaller than for short words. Since the memory

store is assumed to be blind to the lexical stat.us of items, a word Iength effect should be

observed with words, as well as with nonwords. Furthermore, because items decay at their

given rate regardless of list composition, this account also predictsthat recall of short items

will be the same whether presented in a pure list or mixed with long items.

Brown and Hulme (1995) account for the interaclion between the word Iengtheffect

and concurrent articulation by assuming that concurrent articulation c3usesdegradationof

the memory traces during the gaps between presentation and recall. Since there are more



gaps for short words because they take less time to encode, short words would suffer more

from concurrent articulation. Again. because the memory Slore does not takeintoaccount

lexical properties of ilems, this patlern ofresulls will also beobservedfornonwords.

Of relevance to the current thesis, Brown and Hulme's (1995) model makes the

following four predictions. First, for pure lists of all short or all long words, a word length

effect will be observed when the to-be recalled words differ in the number of syllables,

with short words being betlerrecalled than long words. Second, for mixed lists of

alternating short and long words, since items decay at their given rate.short words will

always be better recalled than long words. Third,concurrent articulation will cause more

degradation of the memory traces for short words than long words, making recall of short

and long wordsequivalenL Fourth,since the Brown and Hulme model does not take into

account the lexical properties of the to-be remembered items,lhesame pattemofresults

stated in prediction 1,2,and3shouldalsobeobservedwithnonwords.

The Scale Invariant Memory, Perception, and Learning model (SIMPLE) is a local

distinctiveness model in which memory perfonnance is better for items that are more

distinct, relative to other near items, at the time of retrieval (Brown, eath,& Chater,

2007; eath & Brown, 2006). If the items are similar on one or more relevant dimensions,

suchasserialposition,phonologicalsimilarity,orspariallocation,recall perfonnanceis

worse than if the items were more easily discriminable. In other words, items with fewer

close neighbours on relevant underlying dimensions inpsychological space will be better

remembered than items with more close neighbours.



The word length effect is explained by noting that short words are typicallymore

distinctive (i.e., easier to apprehend) lhan long items because short words are less complex

phonoJogicallythanlongwords( eath&Brown,2(06).

In mixed lists, long words benefit fromemergentdistinctiveness;that is, compared

to the short items, they now "stand out" more than when presentedinapurelistoflong

\Vords since a mixed list is more heterogeneous. Accordingly, long words should be about

SIMPLE accounts for the interaction between the word length effect and concurrent

articulation by assuming, like the Feature Model,that concurrent art iculation adds noise to

thememorytraces.Theadditionofnoisewouldmaketheshol1wordtraceslessdistinctive,

abolishing the recall advantage for shan \Vords

Of relevance to the current thesis, SIMPLE makes the following fou rpredictions.

First, a word-length effect will be observed for pure lists of all short or all long words, short

beingbctterrecalledthanlongwordlists.Second,formixedlistsofaltemating short and

long words, recall perfonnancewill be equivalent for short and long words, since long

items now "stand-out" more in mixed lists. Third, concurrent articulation will abolish the

word length effect making recall perfonnance forshortwordsequiva lent to recall

perfonnance for long words. Concurrent articulation adds noise, making the short words

memory traces less distinctive. Fourth,sinceshonwordsaremoredistinctivethanlong

wordsonaperceptual level andnOl on a lexical level,predictions 1.2, and 3 will also be

1.4.3 Empirical Evidence for the Syllable-Based Word Length EfTect in Mixed Lisis



Although the predictions are clear-cut, the empirical results are noLCowan.

Baddeley,Elliolt,and Norris (2003) reported one experiment in which they included pure

listsofsixshortwords(lsyllable),orsixlongwords(5syllables),and mixed lists of

alternating short and long words. They found that recall perforrnancewas best for pure

short lists, worst for pure long lists, and intermediate formixedlists.Althoughperforrnance

in the mixed lists was in between that of the pure lists, as predicted by the phonological

loopaccount,recallofshortwordsfrommixedlistswasstillbelterthanrecalloflong

words from mixed lists, a result predicted by the item-based accounts.

Hulmeet al.(2004) reported a different pattern of results. They found, in two

experiments, that recall of short items in mixed listswasequivalent to recall of long items

in mixed lists, a result predicted by the list-based view,butrecall of these items was

equivalent to recall of short items in pure lists. The item-based view predicts that only short

items from mixed lists would be recalled as well as short items from pure lists

Bireta, Neath,and Surprenant (2006) argued thai the difference in the paltern of

results was attributable to particular properties of the stimulus sets used.Biretaetal.(2006)

replicated the results reported by Cowan et al. (2003) when using Cowan et al.'s stimuli,

and also replicated the results reported by Hulme et al. (2004) when using Hulme el al.'s

(i.e., the phonological loop) can predict eitherpattem in itsenti rety.As is the case with the

time-based word length effect, then, aspects of the syllable-based word length effect appear

to vary depending on theparticularstirnuli used.

1.5 The Phonological Loop Model Revisited



As more and more results were being published that contradicted the central claims

of the phonological loop hypothesis, Mueller, Seymour, Kieras and Meyer(2003,p.1353)

publishedapaperinwhichtheyarguedthattheseearlierresultsmayhave been due to"less

than ideal measurements of articulatory duration and phonologicaI similarity". To address

the issue of articulatory duration, lhey inlroduced a different way 0 fmeasuringlhe

pronunciation time of the to-be-remembered items. To replace the various methods that

have been used inthelilerature,Muelleretal.developedaprocedureinwhichparticipants

memorize a sequence of words and then produce the sequence from memory alleast twice

both "rapidly and accurately"(p. 1362). This procedure is then repeated with different

orderings of the words, and the subsequent times analyzed

To address the measurement of phonological similarity, Mueller et al. (2003)

developed a new measure of phonological dissimilarity called PSIMETRICA (Phonological

Similarity Metric Analysis). According to this measure, phonological dissimilarity between

words is multidimensional and based on relevant dimensions like stress patterns and

syllable onset. In order to compare words for dissimilarity using PSIMETRICA, each word

is first decomposed into phonemes. Each syllable of a word is assumed to be composed of

threedifferentphonemeclusters:theonsel(firstconsonants),the nucleus (vowel),and the

coda (last consonants). The next step is to align the phoneme c1ustersinpairsofwords

After the clusters have been aligned,phonological dissimilarity is measured to obtain a

dissimilarity profile. Two identical clusters have a dissimilarity value of 0 and two very

different clusters have a dissimilarity value closer to I. The dissimilarity values for

different phonemes can be calculated using a table of phonologicaI features based on



Chomsky and Halle's (1968) system. For a list of words, the dissimilarity measure is

comprised of the average of the dissimilarity value of all possible word pairs from the set.

Muelleret al.(2003) reported two experiments, one of which they stated

demonstrated a time-based word length effect, and the other of which demonstrated a

syllable-based word length effect. They argued that these results "confirm and extend the

predictions of the phonological-loop model"' (p. 1353).

However, the results are not as unambiguous as they initially appear, for three

reasons. First, their method of measuring pronunciation time has been criticized. For

example, Lewandowsky and Oberauer (2008, p. 879) noted that by using the time to

reproduce the lists from memory as their measure of duration, Mueller el al. (2003) are

"prediclingaccuracyinimmediateserialrecallfromspeedinimrnediateserialrecall."This

makes ildifficulttoc!airn it as a true prediction, as both measures-- accuracy and latency-

-are typically highly correlated.

A second issue is that by one measure, Mueller et al. (2003) did not, in fact,

demonstrateatirne-basedwordlengtheffecLTheexperirnentinvolvedthree sets of words,

simple short (Set 7), simple long (Set 8),and complex long (Set 9) . Fora pure time-based

word length effect, there needs to be a difference between simpleshort and simple long

words, as the complex long differ from the simple shoTt in at least two ways (i.e., length

and complexity). Although memory span for Set 7 was 5.21 compared to 5.05 for Se18,

this difference was not reported as statistically significant (see Muelleret ai., 2003, p

1371).



The third issue involves the evidence fora syllable-based word Iength effect. Like

otherresearchers,Muellerelal.(2003)usedasetofshortandlongwOfdsthatconfounded

length with orthographic neighbourhood size, and thus it is not clear whichdifferenceis

driving the effect. Of importance, the confound is the same one prevalent in the literature. I

1,6 Stimulus Set Specilicity and Neighbourhood ElTects

Despite the empirical and theoretical disagreements in thewordlengtheffect

literature, one aspect has become increasingly apparent The particular stimulus set used

can critically determine whether effects of length will be seen (e.g., Biretaetal.,2006:

Lovatt et aI., 2000: Neath et aI., 2003: see also Lewandowsky & Oberauer, 2(08).

Researchers do attempt to equate the short and long words on as manydi mensions as

possible, but it isdifficult,ifnot impossible, to control every dimension of importance.

One factor rarely considered in such studiesconcems the lexical neighbours of the

to-he-remembered items. Words that are similar to a target word are referred to as its

Ileighboursand the set of these words is referred to as the target word'sneighbourhood

(Coltheart.Davelaar,Jonasson,&Besner,1977).Similaritycanbedefined on lhe basis ofa

word'sorthography(Coltheartetal..1977)orbyitsphonology(Luce&Pisoni,1998).An

orthographic neighbour is a word of the same length as the target that differs by only one

letter. For example, given the word 'cat',thewords'bat','fat' ,·cot','cut',·cab'.·can·,

etc., are all considered orthographic neighbours. A phonological neighbourisonethat

differs from the target word by the substitution ofa single phoneme at any position

(Roodenrys, Hulme, Lethbridge, Hinton, & Nimmo, 2(02). There is a subtle difference



belween the Luceand Pisani (I998)definilion ofa phonological neighbourandthe

Coltheartel al. (1977) definilion of an orthographic neighbour. The formeralsoincludesall

words that differ from the target word by the addirion or deletion 0 fa single phoneme in

anyposilion.Thus,lheLuceandPisionidefinilionincludessclltand lit as (phonological)

neighboursofcatwhereastheColtheartetal.definitiondoesnotinc!ude either as

(orthographic) neighbours of cat. The work reported here focuses on orthographicrather

lhan phonological neighbourhood, as the use of orthographic neighbourhoodeliminaleslhe

difficultyofdifferencesinpronunciationandlhereforephonologicalcomposition.

Furthermore, the available data suggest both phonological and arthographicneighborhoods

are highly correlated, and indeed, the measures areoflen can faunded(Yales,Locker,&

Simpson, 2004)

Two published papers havedemonslrated better recall of words with a large

neighbourhaod than otherwise comparable words with a small neighbourhood.lntheir

Experiment I,Roodenryselal.(2002)usedCYClVords,manipulalingbolhneighbourhood

size (small vs. large) and frequency oflhe largel lVord.Thelaskwas memory span lhal

used spoken recall for auditory presented items. Memory span was higher for words with

larger neighbourhoods lhan lhose wilh smaller neighbourhoods. In Experiment3,

Roodenrys et al. used a second sel of eve words, this time manipulating neighbourhood

size and the frequency of items that comprised the neighbourhood. Again, memory span

was better for words with larger neighbourhoods. Finally, in Experiment 4,athirdsetof

eve words were used in which word frequency, neighbourhood size, and neighbourhood

frequency were manipulated. The beneficialeffecl ofneighbourhoodsize was replicated.



Allen and Hulme (2006, Experiment 2) used the stimuli from Experiment I of Roodenrys et

'II. (2002), but with a slightly different task. Their participants heard a list of seven words,

and then immediately recalled the items outloud inthecorrec[serialorder.Despitethe

change in test, memory was again better for words with a larger neighbourhood than those

with a smaller neighbourhood.

Thebeneficialeffectofneighbourhoodsizeisnollimitedto\Vords;itisalsa

observed with pronounceable nonwords (for a review, see Roodenrys,2(09). The

neighbourhood ofa nonword can be defined as all of the valid words thatcan be produced

by the substitution ofa letter (for orthographic neighbourhood)orphoneme(for

phonological neighbourhood). For example, neighbours oflhe nonword rill include bill.

rtlll,andrip. Roodenrysand Hinton (2002. Experiment 2) asked participantstolistento

lists of four nonwords and then immediately repeat them back in order. Performance was

better for nonwords with large neighbourhoods than those with small neighbourhoods.

Thus, three sets of English words and one set of nonwords produce a recall advantage for

items with a large neighbourhood over those with a small neighbourhood.

In contrast. Goh and Pisoni (2003) found belterrecall of words with fewneighbours

than words with many neighbours. However, there are a number of differences in stimuli

and experimental design between their study and those of Roodenrys et al.(2oo2)and

Allen and Hulme (2006). That makes it difficult to reconcile the resu Its. First,Goh and

Pisoni's (2003) small and large neighbourhood words were equated only for frequency and

intra-set sharing neighbours. not for other variables known to affect immediate recall. like

concreteness, familiarity, imageability, and PSYMETRICA dissimilarity.



Seeond,Roodenrys(2009)notesthaleventhoughGohandPisoni's(2003) small

and large neighbourhood words did not signifieantlydifferon neighbourhoodoverlap(how

many neighbours the words ofa lisl share), the aetual probabilily was.14,wilhlarge-

neighbourhood words having more overlap than small-neighbourhood words, making the

conditions not as well matched as they could be. Furthermore, the dislributionof

neighbourhood overlap was not equivalent for small and largeneighbourhoodwords.The

large neighbourhood eondition had a median of three overlapping neighbours with a range

of zero 10 five while the small neighbourhood words had a median of two and a range of

zero 10 seven overlapping neighbours. When Roodenrys(2009)removedthe two words

with six and seven overlapping neighbours from the small neighbourhood condition,an

independentsamplel-testnowrevealedthatlhesmallandlargeneighbourhoodwordsdid

differsignifieanllyonlhenumberofoverlappingneighbours,p<.03

Roodenrys (2009) argued thaI the effeets of neighbourhood size 0 nserialreeall

occur at retrieval by facilitating the reconstruction ofadegraded trace. This process is

ealled"redinlegration". Roodenrys argued lhat the neighbourhood effeetshouldbeplaeed

at output on lhe basis of results ofphonologieal neighbourhoodeffeets in language tasks. In

partieular, large phonologieal neighbourhoods (and high frequeneyneighbours)aelto

reduce the probability that a word will be correctly perceived in noise and increase the

response time when identifying spoken words (Luee, Pisoni, & Goldinger, 1990). In

contrasl,thosesamevariableshaveafacilitativeeffectonspeechproduction tasks (e.g.,

Viteviteh,2002; Vitevieh& Sommers, 2003). Consequently, in a short-lermreealllask

where one has to produce the to-be recalled words, having more neighbourshelps wilh the



redintegration of to-be recalled words and improves the chances of correct recall. This

Bartha, 1999)

Of relevance to the word length effect, short English words tend to have more

neighbours--bothorthographicandphonological--thandolongwords, and so

had a larger orthographic neighbourhood than long words



Orthographic Ileighbollrhood si:eforshort and /ollg wordsillsyllable~basedwordlellgth

stlldiesandtheclIrremstlldy.

Word Length

Study

Baddeleyet al. (1975, Experiment 6)

Baddeleyetal.(2002,Experimentl)

Coltheartet al. (2004, Experiment I)

Cowan et al. (1994)

Cowan et al. (1997, Experiment 2)

Cowan et al. (2003)

Hulme&Tordoff(1989)

LaPointe & Engle (1990, Experiment 5)

McNeil & Johnston (2004, Experiment I)

Muelleret al. (2003, Experiment I)

Romani et al. (2005, Experiment I)

Russo & Grammatopoulou (2003, Experiment 6)

Tehan & Turcoue (2002, Experiment I)

Long

One study in particular is highly suggestive: Colthearl,Mondy,Dux, and

Stephenson (2004, Experiment I) had three sets of stimuli: shorlone-syllable words (4



lelters),longone-syllablewords(60r7Ielters),andthree-syllable words(60r7Ielters).

The task was immediate serial recall of five-item IiSIS presented atarateofl iternper

second. The orthographic neighbourhood size for the three lypeS of itemswas7.80, 1.03,

and 0.48 respeclively.Recall level was affecled by bolh word lenglh(definedby lhe

numberoflelters and the number of syllables) and also orthographic neighbourhoodsize:

0.76 forlhe shortesl words, 0.62 for the inlermediale lenglh words, and 0.56 forlhe longesl

Given the confound belween word lenglh and orthographic neighbourhood(see

Table I) and given lhal words with a large neighbourhood are belterrecalled lhan words

with a small neighbourhood (Allen & Hulme, 2006; Roodenrys er aI., 2002), the present

thesis was designed to assess the extent to which neighbourhoodsize affects the word

length effect. Visual presentation was used in all experiments.The first experiment was

designed 10 show that a syllable-based word length effect (Experi ments laand Ib)is

observable with strict serial written recall and reconstruction 0 forder.Previousstudieson

thewordlengtheffecthaveusedstrictwrittenserialrecallbutaconfoundariseswith

written recall: output time. It takes longer to write down long words than it takes to write

down shon words. Consequently, since more time elapses between presentation and recall

for long words, lhey could be harder to recall not because of their lenglh,bulbecausethey

had more time to decay or be interfered with in memory before recall.

In Experimenls2 and 3,differenl selsofshort and long words were used ,bulthis

time the short and long words were equated for orthographic neighbourhoodsize.ln



Experiment 4, results from Experiment 3 were replicated using spoken recallinsteadofa

slrict reconstruction of order test to see if the results could be replicated with a different

recall method. Experimem 5 was designed to show lhata lypical neighbourhoodsizeeffecl

can be replicated with strict reconslruction of order

Experiment 6 was designed to show that long items wilh a large neighbourhoodsizc

are betler recalled lhan shon items with a small neighbourhood size. onwordswcreused

in Experiment6as it is easier to manipulate lengthandorthographic neighbourhood size

Experiment 7 was designed to examine if the neighbourhood size effect , like the

word length effect, would be eliminated by concurrent articulalion.lfneighbourhoodsize

mediales the word lenglh effect. the neighbourhood sizeeffecl should be abolished by

concurrent articulation. FinaJly,Experiment 8 was intended asa rep licationofExperimenl

7usingnonwords. '

Thecurrentthesistestedthemainhypothesisthatthewordlengtheffectiscaused

by lexical variables underlying to-be-recalled words, not bylhe lengthofthewordsperse.

More precisely, the possibility that neighbourhood size is a betlerexplanationthanisword

length of the poorer recall of long words compared to short words in ashort-tennmemory

task than length was tested. Three predictions can be derived fromthis hypothesis. First. a

word length effect will not be observed when shon and long words are equatedfor

'Experimenls la, Ib,2,3,4,and50fthecurrent thesis have been publishedinJalbert,
Neath, Bireta,& Surprenant (201 I) while Experiments 6, 7, and 8 havebeen published in
Jalbert. 'eath,& Surprenant (in press).



neighbourhood size. Second, short lVords lVith a small neighbourhoodsize IV ill be recalled

worse than long words with a large neighbourhood size. Third,concurrentarticulationwill

abolish lhe neighbourhood sizeeffecl.

Furthennore, lheeffecl of recall task on recall perfonnance lVastested for short and

long lVordsas lVell as for small and Jarge neighbourhood IVOrdS. Wrilten recall ,

reconstructionoforderandspokenrecalllVerecompared.lfthetypeof output task does not

affecl the paltem of recall for short, long, small neighbourhood and Jargeneighbourhood

words,reconstructionofordershouldbeusedbecauseitremovesthepossibleconfound

belweenoutput time and word length

Chapter 2

Experiments

2.1 Experimentla

The purpose of Experiment la was to demonstrate that typical word length effects

are observable with written recall and visuai presentation. Sineethestimulus set used

seems to have a great impact on results obtained for recall of short andlongwords,thegoal

herc was 10 ensure that a word length effect could be ohserved with the method to be used

in subsequent experiments. 8eforetrying10 abolish the lVordlength effeclbymanipuJaling

neighbourhood size. it is important to dernonstrate that the effect can be obtained under the

same conditions when neighbourhood size is confounded with word length. A new set of

short (onesyliabJe) and long (three sylJabJe) items was created. The short and the long

words were equated for frequency, concreteness, imageability, and familiarity, as well as



for phonological dissimilarity as measured by PSIMETRICA. The words were not equated

for orthographic neighbourhood size or frequency. Second,mixedlists were included in

addition to pure lists to provide additional data on the effects of wordlength.Third,written

2.1.2.1 Phonological Loop

According to the phonological loop model,shortwords in pure lists should be better

recalled than long words in pure lists. Long words take longer to rehearse than short words

and are more prone to forgetting. For mixed lists of alternating short andlongwords,recall

performance should be intermediate between recall of pure short andpure long lists. Mixed

lists take longer than short pure lists to rehearse but less time than )ong pure lists

According to the Feature Model, words are represented as a set of features. Since

long words contain more segments than shortwords,lhere is a greaterchance of making an

error while reassembling lhe segments for recall. Therefore.shortwordswillbebetter

recalledthanlongwords.Sincetheprobabililyofcorrectiyassembling segments is not

relatedlo list composition, short words will be better recalled than Iongwords in both pure

Brown and Hulme (1995) hypothesized that words are divided intosegmentsand

that each segment decays over time. Since long words contain more segments than short

words, the probability of correctly recalling a long word is lessthan the probability of



correcllyrecallingashortword.Again,sincetheprobabilityofcorrectly recalling all

segments of words is unrelated to list composition. short words will be better recalled than

long words in pure lists and in mixed lists.

AccordingtoSlMPLE,shortwordsareeasiertoapprehendthanlongwords,

making them more distinctive. Accordingly, short words will be better recalled than long

words in pure lisLS. However, in mixedlists,shol1words)osetheirdistinctiveness

advantage. Long words in mixed lists now stand out more than short words when presented

in pure lislS. So,formixed lists, recall perfonnanceshould besimilar for short words and

for long words.

2.1.3.1 Participants

Sixteen undergraduate students (9 women and 7 men, mean age =21.69 yrs) from

Memorial University of Newfoundland participated in exchange for a small honorarium.

All participants were native English speakers.

A sel of 15 short words and 15 long words was crealed (see Appendix A). The

words were equaled for familiarity, frequency (bolh Kucera-FrancisandThorndike-Lorge),

concreteness and imageability using the Medical ResearchCounci IPsycholinguistics

dalabase (http://www.psy.uwa.edu.au/mrcdalabase/uwa_mrc.htm).ln addition. the set of

short and long words were equated for phonological dissimilarity using Muelleret al:s

(2003) PSIMETRICA. The short words had a dissimilarity measure of 0.31 compared to



0.30 for the long words. However,lhe short and long words differed in orthographic

neighbourhood size, with values typical of those in previousstudies (9.00 vs.O.22

respectively)

2.133 Design and Procedure

There were four types of lists: Pure lists that contained only shortwords,purelists

that contained only long words and two mixed lists with alternating short and long words,

one mixed list starting with a short word and one mixed list starting withalong word. List

type and word length were within-subjects variables.Therewere 15 trials for each type of

list, randomly ordered for each participant.

On each trial, six words were randomly selected from the pool, and were presented

atarateofl item per second on a computer screen. At the end of list presentat ion,the

participants wrote the words they had just seen in their original order.Strictserialrecali

instructionsweregiven,suchthatparticipantswereinstructedto write the items in their

exact order of presentation. beginning with the first one. They weretold to leave a blank

line if they could not recall an item at a given serial position, and were instructed not to

backtrack 10 fill a blank. There was no time limit for recall. Once Ihe participant had

finished recalling the words, he or she clicked on a button on the cornputerto begin the

next list. Participants were tested individually,andtheexperimenterwas present throughout

to ensure compliance with the instructions

A word was considered correctly recalled only if it was written in the correct

posilion. Following Hulmeel al. (2004),derived lists for short and long words presented in



mixed lists were constructed. Thus, short words in mixed lists combined the first, third, and

fifth words from lheshort long short long short long lisl and the second ,fourth,andsixth

words from the long short long short long short list. In lhis and all subsequenlanalyses,the

05 level of significance was adopted.

Figure 2.1: Proportioll ojshortand long words correclly recalled inExperimentlaasa
jllllClio/J ojlisl type. Error bars show lhe standard error ojlhe mean .

As Figure 2.1 shows, a classic word length effect was observed inthe pure lists,

with subslantially beuerrecall of short than long words. However,recall of short and long

words from mixed lists did not differ, with perfonnance intem1ediate between that of short

words in pure lists and long words in pure lists

A 2 x 2 repealed measures A OVA with word length (short and long) and list type

(pure and mixed) as within-subject factors confirmed these trends . There was a main effect

of word lenglh,F(I,15) = 45.05, MS£ = 0.003, partial '1' =0.750, withmoreshortwords

correcllyrecalledinorderthanlongwords(0.715vs.0.616,respectively).Therewasalsoa

main effect of list lype,F(I,15) = 6.12, MS£ = 0.004, partial '1'=0.290 ,wilhslightlymore



words correctly recalled in order in mixed lists than pure lists (0 .685vs.0.646,

respectively). These two factors also interacted,F(I,15) =46.14 , MS£ = 0.003, partial '1'=

0.755. This wasduetoa large difference between recall of short and Iong words in pure

lists (0.745 vs.0.547) and no difference short and long words inmixed lists (0.685 for both

types of items). A Tukey HSD testconfirrned that there was a reliable effect of word length

in the pure lists but not in the mixed lists.

Another way of assessing the results is to see how many panicipants show a word

lengtheffectandhowmanydonot.lnpurelists,aIl16participantsrecalled more short than

longwords(significantbyasigntest,p<.OOOI). For the mixed lists,7participantsrecalled

more short than long words, with 8 showing the reverse and I tie, which is not significant

byasigntest,p>.90

The results of Experiment la showing a syllable-based word length effect confirm

the predictions of the phonological loop hypothesis (see Burgess&Hitch,1999).Purelists

ofshortwordswererecalledmoreaccuratelythanlistsoflongwordsevenlhoughlhe

words were equated for frequency, familiarity. concreteness, imageability.and

phonological dissimilarity. In addition, recall of mixed listswasbetterthan recall of pure

longlists,bu(worsethan recall of pure short lists. According toaccounts based on the

phonological loop hypothesis, it takes longer to refresh a list of long words than short

\Vords. and therefore, more long words will have decayed too far to be recaliable at the time

of test than sholl words. Similarly, it takes more time to rehearse a Iist consisting of both

long and sholl words than it takes to rehearse lists of sholl words andconsequently, pure

lists of sholl words are recalled better than mixed-lists. Conversely, mixed-lists are



rehearsed faster than pure lists of long words, making mixed-lists easier to recall than pure

lislS of long words.

TheresullsofExperiment laalsoconfirmlhepredictionofSIMPLE.Purelistsof

short words were better recalled than pure lists of long words. Short wordsin pure lists are

considered more distinctive than long words in pure lists, thus are easier to recall

Furthermore, according to SIMPLE,short words in mixed lists should 1osetheiradvantage

when presented with long words, while long words would benefit from a mixed list

presentation. Short and long words in mixed lislS should be recalled equally well. Resulls

of Experimenl la showed exactly lhat pattern ofresulls.

However, the results of Experiment laonlypartlyconfinnthepredictionofthe

Brown and Hulme (1995) model and the FealUre Model. Both modelspredicl thalShOI1

words should always be better recalled than long words, no matter how the list is

composed. This pattern of results was observed only for pure lists. Short words were not

better recalled than long words in mixed lists. That causes a problemforboththeFeature

One possible problem with Experiment Ia is that written serial recall was used.

which could cause a confound between word length and writing the words. Because it takes

longertowritelongwords(relegraph.symparhy....)thanshortwords(sale,rose, ...),

output time is not equal in the two conditions. Experiment Ib removed this confound by

using astrict serial reconstruction of order test ratherthanastrict written serial recall test

Strict serial reconstruction of order requires the participantstopressonbuttonslabeledwith

the short and long words in the correct presentation order. Since it doeS not take more time



toclickonabuttonlabeledwithalongwordthatittakestoclickonabuttonlabelwitha

short word,this recall method removes the confound of output time .

2.2 Experimentlb

Output time has been shown to be related to accuracy, with longer times associated

with lower performance (e.g., Bireta et aI., 2010; Dosher & Ma, 1998; Surprenant, Neath,

& Brown, 2006). The purpose of Experiment Ibwastodemonstratethattypical-Iooking

word length effects are observable even when the confounct ofdifferential output time is

removed. The same items as Experirnent la were used,but a strict serial reconstruction of

order test was used rather than writtenseriai recall. This test yieIds results comparable to

those observed with written serial recall,including not only word length effects (e.g., Neath

etal.,2003),irrelevantspeechandphonologicalsimilarityeffects (e.g., Surprenant, Neath,

& LeCompte, 1999), but also modality and suffix effects as well as effects of concurrent

articulation (e.g., Surprenant, LeCompte, & Neath, 2000). More importantly, it permits

output time to be equated. Unlike written or spoken recall, it takes the same amount of time

to click on a button labeled witha long word as it does to click on a button labeledwitha

Predictions of the Feature Model, the Brown and Hulme (1995) model and SIMPLE

arethesameasforExperimentla.Theremovaloftheoutputtimeconfound by using

reconstruction of order instead of strict serial recall should notaffectrecallperfomll.tncefor

short words or for long words because the word length effect iscaused by intrinsic



properties of the words. The phonological loop model may predict a slightdecreaseinthe

slrengthofthewordlengtheffectbecausethetimeconfoundatrecall is removed

However, a word length effect should still be observed because of decayoffset by rehearsal

at encoding. The predictions of the other models remain unchanged

2.2.3.1 Participants

Sixteen undergraduate students (II women and 5 men, mean age = 19.69 yrs) from

Memorial University of Newfoundland participated in exchange for a small honorarium

All participants were native English speakers and none had participated in Experiment la

2.2.3.2Stimuli,DesignandProcedure

The stimuli,design,and procedure were the same as in Experiment laexceplfor

the recall procedure. Following the presentation of the list,thesixwordsfromthecurrent

trial appeared in alphabetical order as labels on bultonson the computerscreenand

participants were asked to reconstruct the order in which the words were presented by

clicking on the appropriately labeled buttons with the mouse. Participants were asked to

click on the first word first, the second word second. and soon

Despite the change in test,lhe results of Experimenl Ib were almost identical to

those of Experiment la. As Figure 2.2 shows, short words were better recalled than long

words in the pure lists, but recall of short and long words in mixed Iistswasequivalent.and

in between that of the short and long words from mixed lists. The results are exactly what

the Burgess and Hitch (1999) model predicts.



Figure 2.2: Proportion o!SllOrt alld long words correcrly recalled in£rperimenrlb,asa
jltllcriol1 ojlisrrype. Error bars show rhesral1darderroro!rhe mea11

The data were analyzed with a 2 x 2 repeated measures ANOVA with word length

(ShOI1 vs. long) and list type (pure vs. mixed) as wilhin-subject factors, which confirmed

the observations noted above. There wasa significant main effectofwordlength,with

moreshortwordscorrectlyrecaliedthanlongwords(0.687vs.0.610,respectively),F(I,

15) = 44.871 ,MSE=0.002, partial r!=0.749.There was nodifferenceinrecallofpureor

mixedlists(0.650vs.0.647,respectively,F< I).

Of importance, the interaction between word length and list type was significant.

F(I,15)= 19.110,MSE=0.003,partial,/'=0.562.Thiswasduetofindingawordlength

effect (i.e., better recall of short than long items) only in pure lists(0.719 vs.0.582) and not

in the mixed lists (0.656 vs. 0.639). A Tukey HSD test confirmed that there was a reliable

effect of word length in the pure lists but not in the mixed lists.

Inpurelists,15participantsrecalledmoreshortthanlongwords,lshowed the

reverse pattem.and there were no ties. The difference wassignificant bya sign test.p <



05.) For the mixed lists, 10 participants recalled more short lhan 10ng words, wilh4

showing the reverse and 2 ties, which is nOlsignificant by asign test,p>O.15.

Experiment IbdemonstraledthalarobuSl word length effect isobservable with a

strict reconstruction of order test. Short words were recalled beuerthan long words in pure

lislS, but not in rnixed lists; here, recall was in between that of pure short and pure long

lislS, and recall did not differ between mixed shoI1 and mixed long Iists.Thispauemis

exactly whatlhe Burgess and Hitch's (1999) model,which is based 0nthephonological

loop, predicts. This pattern also differs subtly from previous patternsseen with purevs.

mixed lists. Unlike the results of Cowan et al. (2oo3),no word lenglheffect was seen in

mixed lists. Unlike the resulls using the stimuli of Hulmeet al.(2004),recali of short and

long items from mixed lists W3S worse than that ofpureshon lists

There are several possible reasons fOT these differences. First,outputtimewas

equated for short and long words. Bireta, Fry, Jalbert, Neath,Surprenant,Tehan, and Tolan

(2010) also measured output time, and also observed a word length effeClwith pure lists

when output times did not differ. It is not known whether output times differed in the other

studies, but this could easily be a factor. Second,it is possible that differences in the

stimulus sets was the cause, particularly as the current set of stimuli were equated on more

dimensions than either the Cowan et al. (2003) or Hulme et al. (2004) stimuli. Given that

serial reconslruction of order removes the potential confound of output time and word

lengthrelativetowrittenorspokenrecall,Experiments2,3,5,6.7and8useda

2.3 Experiment 2



Experirnentslaand Ibdemonstrated that a word length effect is observed in pure

length and neighbourhood size were confounded in Experiments laand Ib,andilisnol

clear which factor is driving the effecL The purpose of Expenment 2 was todetennincwhat

happens when shon and long items are equatcd fororthographicneighbourhood size and

frequency, in addition to word frequency,concreteness,imageability,familiarity,

phonologicaldissimilarity,andoutputlime.lforthographicneighbourhoodsize plays no

role in the word lengtheffeclandtheeffeclsobserved in Experiment Ib are due to lenglh

perse, Experiment 2 should replicate Experiment lb. If, on the olher hand, the effecls

observed in Experiment Ib are due solely to neighbourhood characteristics, Experimcnt 2

should show no difference in recall ofshonand long words ineitherpure or mixed lists.

Because a null result is being predicted,the numberofpal1icipants in this experiment was

doubled in size from Experiment I.

2.3.2.1 Phonological Loop

Accordingtothephonologicalloop,thewordlenglheffeClshould still be observed

when orthographic neighbourhood size of short and long words iscontrolled for. The word

length effect arises because of decay offset by rehearsal,not becauseofintrinsiclexical

properties of short and long words.

According 10 the Femure Model and the Brown and Hulme (1995) model,



controllingforneighbourhoodsizeshouldnotaffeclthewordlenglheffect. Long words are

recalled worse than short words because the probability ofcorreclly reassembJinglhe

segments for recall of long words is less than the probability ofcorrectlyreassemblinga

According 10 the SIMPLE model, the word length effeclarises from theenhanced

predictability of short words caused by their phonological simplicitycompared to long

words (Nealh & Brown, 2(06). Consequenlly, short words are more distinctive lhan long

words. Controlling for the number of neighbours should not affect thewordlengtheffect

since il should not affect the predictability of short wordsoveral I.

2.3.3.IParlicipants

Thirty-two undergraduate students (24 women and8 men, mean age =18.84yrs)

from Memorial University of Newfoundland and The College of New Jersey participated in

exchange fora small honorarium orCQurse credit. All panicipants were native speakers of

English,and none had been in previous experiments

A set of 13 short and 13 long words was created (see Appendix B) in which the

short and long words were equated on the same dimensions as in Experiments Ia and Ib, as

well asbeingequmed for orthographic neighbourhood size and frequency.The short words

contained one syllable while the long words contained three syllabies.Forthesetwo

measures.thesmallestpvalueassociatedwithat-testwasp=O.48.Therneasureof



phonological dissimilarity was 0.33 for the short words compared to 0.28 for the long

2.3.3.3 Design and Procedure

With the exception of the stimuli used,the design and procedure were the same as

in Experiment lb.

The word length effect observed in Experiment Ib was not present in Experiment 2.

As can be seen in Figure 2.3, recall ofshoTl words, whether in pureormixed lists, did not

differ from recall of long words, whether in pure or mixed lists. That is, there was no effect

of word length when short and long words were equated forneighbourhoodsize.
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Figure 2.3: Proportion o!short and long words correctly recalled in £rperimem2asa
!uncliollojlisrrype.Errorbarss!zowthestandarderroro!rhemean.

Because no effect of length wasobserved,it is possible that participan[shad

adopted a different strategy than in previous experiments. Inparticular,itispossiblethat

participants were focusing on just the first letter of each word rather than on the whole



word. If participants were memorizing only the flrst letter of each word. a list with words

sharing the same first letter (i.e., Iree, table, soop, sock) would behardertorecallthanalist

of words with adifTerent first lener(i.e., tree, chair, soap, bag). This was not an issue for

Experimcntlasinccwrittenserialrecallwasusedastherecallmethodology.Furthennore,

Experiment Ib replicated almost perfeclly the results from Experiment la, suggesting that

participants did not adopt a different cl1coding strategy based 0nthe first letter of each

word. To assess the possibility that the first letter strategy was used in Experiment 2, shared

first letter among the items was inc!uded as a covariate. The datawcre analyzedbya2x2

repealed measures ANCOVA wilh word length (short vs. long) and list type (pure vs.

mixed) as within-subject factors and shared first letter as a cQvariate. The covariate did not

interact with word length or list type. There was no effect of word length, F < I, with short

and long words recalled equivalenlly(0.718 vs. 0.737, respectively). There was also no

effect of list type,F< I; the proportion of items recalled from mixed lists was 0.736

comparedtoO.719 for pure lists. The interaction between length and list type was also not

significant,F(1.62)=1.291,MSE=0.010,partial,r=0.020.p=.26

In pure lisls. 15 of32 participants recalled more short than longwords. 17 showed

the reverse pattern, and there were no lies. In the mixed lisLlhesame pattemwasobserved

Neither are significant by a sign lesl.p > 0.80

The only change between Experiment Iband Experiment 2 was the sel of words

used,and the specific change was removing the confound of length andorthographic

neighbourhood size. The sholl words in both experiments were all monosyllabic, and the

long words were all trisyllabic. However, all the words in Experiment 2hadan



orthographic neighbourhood of I. Despite seeing robusl effeclsofwordlengthin

Experiment Ib,no such effects were observed in Experiment 2.

The resuhs from Experimenl2 are hard to explain from the perspectiveofmodels

based on the phonological loop. Since long words take longer to rehearsethan short words,

no matter their neighbourhood size, they should be more prone to decay and be recalled

worse than short words. However, the results of Experiment 2 clearly show that this is not

the case: When short and long words are equated for neighbourhood size ,lhewordlength

effectdisappeared.Theseresuhscriticallycompromisealimodelslhat have a decay offsel

by rehearsal component like the phonological loop

The results of Experiment 2 also cause problems for the Feature Model, the Brown

and Hulme (1995) model and SIMPLE. AlIlhree models predict that short words should be

better recalled than long words because of their intrinsic ilem propert ies.Specifically,the

Feature Model predicts that short words suffer less than long words from reassembly errors

Sinceneighbourhoodsizedoesnotaffectthenumberofsegmentsthe short and long words

have,shol1 words should still be better recalled than long words even when equated for

neighbourhood size. The Brown and Hulme model also predicts that short words will be

better recalled than long words since short words suffer less from decaythan long words

do. Since decay rate is not affected by neighbourhood size, short words should still be

betler recalled than long words even whenequuted for neighbourhood size.Finally,

SIMPLEhypolhesizeslhalshortwordsarebeuerrecaliedthanlongwords because lheyare

perceptually more distinctive. Therefore. SIMPLE cannot explain lheresultthalshortand

long words are recalled equally well when neighbourhood size iscontrolledfor.



It is not plausible to argue that Experiment2didnothaveasufficientlypowerful

manipulalionoflength. First, the number of syllables in the short and long words was lhe

same as in Experiment lb. Second, although pronunciation time was not measured, an

informal examination of pronunciation time showed that no matter what temporal measure

was used (i.e., "normal" speaking, fast speaking,elc.),the long words were longer than the

short. Third, a word length effect was observed in Experiment tb with half the number of

pal1icipantsasinExperiment2.Evenso,nuliresultsmaybeobtainedfora variety of

reasons, and given the variability in results in word length effect experimentsduetothe

pal1icularstimu!ussetused,areplicationwasdeernednecessary.To this end,Experiment3

was designed asa replication of Experiment 2 but with a different setofstimuli

Experiment 3

One possibleconcem with Experiment 2 is that the null results observed are due to

some peculiarity of the particular stimulus set used. Experiment 3 ,therefore, was a

replication of Experiment 3, but with a new set of short and long words that were also

equaled for orthographic neighbourhood size. Predictions of the modeisforExperiment3

are the same as Experiment 2

2.4.2.1 Participants

Thirty-two undergraduate studenls (22 women and 10 men, mean age = 19.41 yrs)

from Memorial University of Newfoundland and the College of New Jersey participated in



exchange fora small honorarium orCQurse credil. All participants were native speakers of

English and none had participated in previous experiments.

2.4.2.2Stimuli,Design,andProcedure

The only change from Experiment 2 was the set of stimuli. A new set of 14 short

and 14 long words was created (see Appendix C) in which the short and long words were

equated on the same dimensions as in Experirnent2.Forconcreteness,familiarity,

frequency, imageability, PSYMETRICA dissimilarity measure, and neighbourhood size

and frequency, the smallestp va)ue associated with a t-test wasp= 0.56. The measure of

phonological dissimilarity was 0.28 for the short words compared to 0.28 for the long

words. In addition, the short and long words were equated fororthographic neighbourhood

size (this time 2.0 rather than 1.0) as well as orthographic frequency.

As can be seen in Figure 2.4,Experiment 3 replicated Experiment 2: With short and

longwordsequatedfororthographicneighbourhoodsize,therewere no apparent effects of

\Vordlenglh.
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Figure2.4:Proporriollojshortalldlo1lgwordscorrecllyrecalledinExperiment3asa
fU1lCliolloflisrrype.ErrorbarsshowtheslandarderroroftlJemean

A 2 x 2 repeated measures ANCOVA with word length (short vs. long) and list type

(purevs. mixed) aswithin·subject faclors and shared first letteras a covariate found there

was no effect of word length, F < I, with recall approximately the same for short and long

words (0.728 vs.0.713,respectively).The main effect of listtypefailedtoreach

significance,F< I,with mixed lists being recalled as well as pure lists (0.733 vs.O.708.

respectively). The interaction between length and list type wasalsonotsignificant,F< I.

The covariate did not interact with word length or list type

In pure lists. 160f32 participants recalled more short than longwords.15showed

the reverse paltem, and there was I tie.Thisisnotsignificantbyasigntest,p> 0.90. In

mixedlists,9panicipantsrecalledmoreshortthanlongwords,19showed the reverse, and

therewere4ties. Although the latter just fails to reach conventionallevelsofsignificance,

p>O.08, the direction of the difference is in favor of the long words, not the shor1 words.

Experiment 3, with a different set ofstirnuli, replicated the null resultsfrom



Experiment 2: When short and long words are equated for orthographic neighbourhood

size,lhere is no difference in recall oflhe short and long words.

The replication of the results from Experiment 2 with a new set of stirnuliagain

poses a critical problem for models incorporating a phonological loopcomponenl.The

replication shows thai results from Experiment 2 was nol caused by the st imulussetused

but that word length seem to be caused by neighbourhood size, a factor notrelatedto

articulation time and decay offset by rehearsal. The replication also poses a problem for the

Feature Model, the Brown and Hulme (1995) model, and SIMPLE. All three item-based

models predicted a word-length effect when short and long words are equated for

neighbourhood size.

2.5 Experimenl4

One possible concern is that the null results observed in Experiments 2 and 3 could

beduetothe recall melhod,eventhough there was no importantdifferencebetweenlhe

resullsofExperimentslaandlb.Withreconstruclionoforder,participants could possibly

encode only the first letter of each word. even though this possibility has been statistically

controlled for in Experiment2and3.lfparticipantswerememorizing only the first letter of

each word,a list with words sharing the same first lener would be harderto recall than a list

of words with a different first lener. Therefore, Experiment 4 W3sa replicationof

Experiment2,but with a spoken recall test. The use of spoken recallensuresthe

generalizabilily of the current results to anolher recall paradigm. Predictions of every model

are the same as the predictions for Experiment 2.



2.5.2.1 Participants

Sixteen undergraduate students (13 women and 3 men, mean age:;:;: 19.06 yrs) from

Memorial University of Newfoundland volunteered to participate inexchange fora small

honorarium. All participants were native speakers of English and none had participated in

2.5.2.2 Slimuli,design and procedure

The stimuli,design, and procedure were lhe same as in Experiment2exceplforthe

recall procedure. Following the presentalion of the list, participant5 were ask to repeat out

loud the words that were just presented. They were instructed to do so in the correct order

of presentation. Participants' responses were taped usingadigitalrecorderforlater

codificationoftheresults.lfparticipantswerenotsurewhataword was. they were

instructed to say pass.

Experiment 4 replicated Experiment 2. As can be seen in Figure 2.5 ,thereisno

word length effect apparent in either the pure or mixed listscondi tions when the short and

long words areequ3ted for orthographic neighbourhood size.
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Figure 2.5: ProportiolJojs!Jor!llndlollg words correctly recalled inExper;mellt4asa
jUIIClioll ojlist type. Error barss!low the srandarderror ojtJze mea11

Spoken recall performance was analyzed by a 2 x 2 repeated measures ANDYA

with word length (short vs. long) and list type (pure vs. mixed) as within-subject factors.

There was no difference in recall performance as a funclion ofwordlength,F(I,15)=

1.666,MSE=0.003,partial'7'=0.100,p=0.22,withasimilarrecaliperformanceforshort

and long words (0.614 vs.O.64I).There was asignificanl maineffectoflisttype,F(1,15)

= 4.840, MSE = 0.005, partial rl'= 0.244, wilh better recall in mixedthanpure lists (0.651

vs.0.614).Theinleractionbetweenwordlenglhandlistlypewassignificant,F(I,15)=

14.785. MSE = 0.003, partial '7'=0.496. A Tukey HSD test confirmed that Ihere was a

reliable reversed word length effect in the mixed IiS1S but no word length effect in the pure

The results of Experiment 4 replicaled results of Experiment 2 usingad ifferent

recall methodology: When short and long words are equated fororthographic

neighbourhood size, there is no difference in recall of the short and Iongwords in pure lists.



In Experiment 4, it is unlikely that participants were adopting the strategyof

memorizing the fLfst letter of each word in the lists. Even when usingspokenrecall,the

word length effect was abolished when the short and long words were equated for

neighbourhood size. This is problemalic for phonological loop models 0 fthewordlength

effecLThe replication of Experiment 2 using spoken recall shows that resultsfrom

Experiment 2 and 3 were not caused by the recall methodology or other mnemonic

strategies encouraged by reconstruction of order but rather that the word length effect

seems to be caused by neighbourhood size, a faclOrnot related toarticulationtimeand

decay offset by rehearsal. The replication of Experiment 2 and 3 usingspoken recall also

poses a problem for the Feature Model, the Brown and Hulme (1995) model, and SIMPLE.

All three item-based models predicted a word-length effect even when short and long

words are equated for neighbourhood size.

ExperimentS

In order to be able to attribute better recall of short words than long wordsto

orthographic neighbourhood size, it is important to show a recall advantage of large

neighbourhood words compared to small neighbourhood words. A recall advanlagefor

words with a large orthographic neighbourhood has been demonstrated for three different

sels of eve words (Allen & Hulme, 2006, Roodenrys et aI., 2(02), as well as for nonwords

(Roodenrys&Hinton,2002). EachdemonSltation usedauditorypresentation and a memory

span procedure or immediate serial recall and spoken recall. Thus, neighbourhoodsize

effects have not been demonstrated in a reconstruction of order task nor have they been



examined in mixed lists. The purpose of Experiment 5 was to detemline whether the

beneficial effectofa largerol1hographic neighbourhood is observable with visual

presentation and strict serial reconstruction of order

One general prediction that can be made for Experiment 5 is that ifneighbourhood

size is indeed driving the effect of word length,the same pattemofresuits as in Experiment

Ib should be observed, even though word length is held constant. Experiment Ib used short

and long words, which were not equated for neighbourhood size. In Experimen! Ib,short

words had a larger neighbourhood size than long words (9.()() vs. 0.22, respectively).

Therefore,forExperiment5.forpurelistsofalllargeorsmallneighbourhoodwords,a

neighbourhoodsizeeffectshouldbeobserved,wilhlargeneighbourhood words being

benerrecalledthan small neighbourhood words. For mixed lists of alternating large and

small neighbourhood words, recall performanceshouldbeequivalent for large and small

Ileighbourhood words and be intermediate between recall of large andsmallneighbourhood

words from pure lists.

2.6.2.1 Phonological Loop

According to the phonological loop, forgeuing occurs in working memory when the

time it lakes to rehearse words is longer than the time words take to decay. Since small and

large neighbourhood words used in Experiment 5 havethesamenumberofsyllables,their

decay rate should be approximately the same and small neighbourhood words should be as

well recalled as large neighbourhood words.



The Feature Model does not make clear predictions about the effect 0 f

neighbourhood size on recall perfonnance, However. a redintegration processwasincluded

in the early version of the model so it may be possible 10 add thebeneficialeffectofhaving

a large number of neighbours for redintegration.

The Brown and Hulme (1995) model also does not make clear predictions about the

effect of neighbourhood size on recall performance. The model's purpose was t0

demonstrate that rehearsal was not necessary to explain immediate memory effects. If

length is not the driving force in the word length effect, the Brown and Hulme model's

assumption of differential decay rate for short and long words isquestioned.However.it

does not affect the model's ability to explain other memory phenomena

According to SIMPLE, words with fewer neighbours on the relevant underlying

dimension are considered moredistinctiveandareconsequently benerrecalled than words

with more neighbours. SIMPLE would then predict better recall ofsmall neighbourhood

words compared to large neighbourhood words

2,6.3.IParlicipants

Sixteen undergraduate students (12 women and 4 men, mean age = 22.81 yrs) from

Memorial University of Newfoundland volunteered to participate in exchange for a small

honorarium. All participants were native speakers of English and none had participated in



The stimuli were the 32 low neighbourhood frequency 3-phoneme CVC words from

Experiment 3 of Roodentys et al. (2002). Although initially selected for a manipulation of

phonological neighbourhoodsize--halfofwordshad large phonologicalneighbourhoods

and halfhad small phonological neighbourhoods--thewordsalsodifferintermsof

orthographic neighbourhood size. Orthographic neighbourhood size and frequencywere

calculated using the MCWord Database (Medler & Binder, 2(05), and this value was 3.8

for the small neighbourhood words and 12.6 for the large neighbourhood words. The small

and large neighbourhood words did not differ in terms of the PSIMETRICA measure of

phonologicaldissimilarity:thisvaluewas0.30forthesmalineighbourhood set compared

toO.3Iforthelargeneighbourhoodset.

2.6.3.3 Design and Procedure

Except for the substitution of neighbourhood size for word length ,the design and

procedure were identical to that in Experiment Ib.That is, neighbourhood size (small vs

large) and list type (pure vs. mixed) were hoth within-subjects variables, and all lists

contained six words. Pure small lists contained only words with small neighbourhoods and

purelargelislscontainedonlywordswithlargeneighbourhoods.Mixedlistsaltemated

words with different neighbourhood sizes. Halfofthemixed lists beganwilhasmall

neighbourhood word (i.e.,small,large,small,large,small,large) and the other half began

with a large neighbourhood word (i.e., large, small. large, small, large, small). To construct

each list, 6 words were drawn randomly from the appropriate pool. There were 15 trials for

each ofthe4 types of list, and these were randomly ordered for each participant.



As is shown in Figure 2.6, words wilh a large neighbourhood wererecalied better

than words with a small neighbourhood in pure lists. replicating the basic effect observed

by Roodenrysel aJ. (2002) and Allen and Hulme (2006). Recall of large and small

neighbourhood words did not differ in the mixed lists. This pattern is reminiscent of that

observed in Experiments laaod Ib,in which word length was manipu!ated except that here

all lhe words were all I-syllable words.
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Figure2.6:ProportiolJojsmalloIllJlargelleighbourhoodwortlscorreclly recalled in
£.xperimew 5 asajwu:riol1 ojlisttype. Error bars show fhe Sf(lfldarderrorofthemeon.

The data were analyzed with a 2 x 2 repeated measures ANOVA with

neighbourhood size (large vs.small) and list type (pure vs. mixed) as wilhin-subject

faclors.Themaineffectofneighbourhoodsizewassignificant,F(I,1 5)=17.566,MS£=

0.004.panial,r=0.539,withbelterrecallofwordswithlargeneighbourhoods than those

with smaller neighbourhoods (0.719 vs.0.656,respectively).The rna in effect of list type

was nol significant,F< I,with approximately equivalent recall of pure and mixed lists



(0.682vs.0.693,respectively).

Theinteractionwassignificanl,F(I,15)= 13.80I,MSE=0.OO4,partialrr=0.479,

duetoaneffectofneighbourhoodsizeinpurelists(0.742vs.0.626) but no such effect in

mixed lists (0.697 vs. 0.689). A Tukey HSD test confirmed that there was a reliable effect

of neighbourhood size in the pure list but not in the mixed list.

Again. it was detennined how many participants showed the orthographic

neighbourhoodeffectandhowmanydidnol.Forpurelists,l3participantsrecaliedmore

words from large than small neighbourhoods. 2 showed the reverse pattern, and I showed

nodifference.Thisissignificantbyasigntest.p<.05.Forthemixed lists, 6 participants

recalled more large than small neighbourhood words, with 10 showing the reverse and 110

ties:thisisnolsignificantbyasigntest,p>.40

With pure lists, Experiment 5 replicated the neighbourhood sizeeffect reported by

Roodenrysetal. (2002) and did so despite the many changes in designandprocedure

Words with a large phonological orol1hographic neighbourhood are betterrecalledon

immediate serial recall tests than words with smaller neighbourhoods. It does not matter if

presentalion is auditory or visual, or if the test is memory span with written recall.

immediate spoken serial recall, or strict reconstruction of order

In mixed lists, however, there was no effect of neighbourhood size. Perfonnancein

these lists was in between that of the pure large and pure small conditions.Thatpatternis

reminiscent of that predicted by the phonological loop models for word length effects with

pure and mixed lists (e.g., Burgess & Hitch, 1999). These results providesomeevidence

that the confound between word length and neighbourhood size shown inTable I could be



important. It isan indication that maybe neighbourhood size and not wordlengthisthe

driving force in the word length effect.

The results of Experiment 5 are critical to the phonological loop modeLLargeand

small neighbourhood words should have been equally well recalled ifforgettingoccurs

when the time it takes to rehearse words is longer than the time words take to decay. Small

and large neighbourhood words all have one syllable so their decay rate should be

approximately the same.

Theconc!usion that length is not driving the word length effect is not critical to the

Feature ModeL If length is no longer a factor that needs to beexplained by the modeL

removing the processes specific to word length does not reduce the mode I'sabilityto

explain other memory phenomena. A redintegration process was included in the early

version of the model,so it may be possible to add the beneficial effectofhavingalarge

number of neighbours for redintegration

The results from Experiment 5 cause a problem for the Brown and Hulme model. If

length is not the driving force in the word length effect, the Brownand Hulme model's

assumptionofdifferentialdecayrateforshortandlongwordsischallenged.However.it

does not affect the model's ability to explain other memory phenomena

Theobservationthatlargeneighbourhoodwordsarerecalledbetterthansmall

neighbourhood words poses a challenge for SIMPLE. According to this model, words with

fewer neighbours on relevant dimensions are considered moredistinctive and are recalled

better. Results from Experiment 5 showed the opposite: \Vords with alargerneighbourhood

were recalled better than words with a smaller neighbourhood.



2.7 Experiment 6

Concurrentarticu)ationisknowntoabolishorgreatlyattenuatethewordlength

effecI (Baddeley et a1.. 1975; Baddeley, Lewis, & Vallar, 1984; Bhatarah, Ward, Smith, &

Hayes, 2009; Longoni el aI., 1993; Romani et al.. 2005; Russo & Grammalopoulou, 2(03).

If the word length effect is really due 10 differences in neighbourhood size belween short

and long words, then concurrent articulation should also removetheneighbourhoodsize

effect. In Experimenl 6, participants saw a list of one-syllable words,halfwilhlarge

neighbourhoods and half with small neighbourhoods. Halfoftheparticipants engaged in

concurrentanicu)ationduringlistpresentationandhalfdidno1.

2.7.2.1 Phonological Loop

Phonological loop models conceptualize concurrent articulation aspreventing

rehearsal in the phonological loop. Ifitems cannot be rehearsed,theydecayinthe

phonological store and cannot be properly recalled. Since the words used in Experiment 6

are all the same length, concurrent articulation should affect all the words the same way.

Furthennore,thereshouldnotbeadifferencebetweenrecallofsmallneighbourhoodwords

and large neighbourhood words.

2.7.2.2 Feature Model, Brown and Hulme Model, and S....WPLE

All three item-based models view concurrent articulation as adding noisein

memory. The addition of noise makes everything harder to recall. Consequently, recall

perfonnance should be worse for small and large neighbourhood words with concurrent



2.7.3.IParlicipants

Thirty-two undergraduate students (21 women and II men, mean age =22.47 yrs)

from Memorial niversityof ewfoundland volunteered to participate in exchange fora

small honorarium. All participants were native speakers of English and nonehad

participated in previous experiments.

2.7.3.2 Stimuli,Design,and Procedure

The stimuli were the same as those from Experiment 5. Concurrent articulation was

manipulated between-subjects and neighbourhood size and list type were manipulated

within-subjects. The procedure was similar to Experiment S,except thathalfofthe

participants were instructed to perform a concurrent articulationtaskduringthe

presentation of the items. They had to repeat the letters"A.B,C. D,E. F,G" as fast as they

could during the presentation of the list of to-be recalled words

As can be seen in Figure 2.7, large neighbourhood words in pure lists wererecalled

betler in the silent condition than small neighbourhood words in pure Iists,replicatingthe

basic neighbourhood size effect. Concurrent articulation eliminaled this effect. In lhe mixed

lists. no neighbourhood size effecl was observed
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These trends were analyzed with a 2 x 2 x 2 mixed design ANOVA with

neighbourhood size (small vs. Jarge) and lisl type (pure vs. mixed)as within-subjecl factors

and encoding condition (silent vS.concurrent articulation) as a between-subjeclsfactor

There was a significant main effect of neighbourhood size,F(J,30)=J2.665,MSE=

0.OO3.partiall1'=0.297,with words from large neighbourhoods beingbetter recalled lhan

words from small neighbourhoods (0.590 vs. 0.554). The main effect of list type was not

significant.F(I.30)=J.083,MSE=0.OO6.partial'l'=0.035.p =.3l,withwordsfrom

pure Jistsbeing recalled as well as words from mixed lisIS(0.565 vs.O .579). The main

effeclofencodingconditionwassigniticant,F(J,30)=26.378,MSE=0.059.partiaJl1'=

0.468. with recall perfomlance being bener in the silent condition than intheconcurrcnt

articulationcondition(0.682vs.0.46J).

The interaction between neighbourhood size and lisl type was significant,F(J,30)=



24.014,MSE=0.001,partial 11'=0.445, renecling, in part, a difference in neighbourhood

size in pure. but not mixed lists. The interaction between list type and encoding condition

was a!so significanl, F(I,30) = 6.636, MSE = 0.006, partial 11'=0.1 81,renecling,inpart,a

difference between pure and mixed lists in the silent condition butnodifferenceinthe

concurrent articulation condition. The interaction between neighbourhood size and

encodingcondilion failedtoreachconvenlional levels of significance,F(I,30) = 1.793,

MSE=0.003,partiall1'=0.056,p=.19

When interpreting the significant two-way interactions, it isimportant to keep in

mind that the three-way interaction between neighbourhood size, listtype,andencoding

conditionwassignificant.F(1,30)=14.379,MSE=0.001,partialI1'=0.324.Thisrenects

the presence ofa neighbourhood size effect in pure, but not mixed Iists,inthesilent

condition. which is then abolished by concurrent articulation. Consistentwiththis.Tukey

HSDtests revealed a significant difference between recalloflargeandsmall

neighbourhood words in pure lists in the silent condition (0.742 vs. 0.642), but no

differences in any other condition (for mixed lists in the silent condition, 0.669 vs.0.673;

for pure lists in the concurrent articulation condition, 0.451 vs.0.423;andformixed lists in

theconcurrentarticulationcondition,0.493vs.0.478,respectively).

If neighbourhood size is an important factor in driving previous word Iengtheffects,

thenoneshouldexpectsimilarinteractionsbetweenneighbourhoodsizeand factors known

to interact with word length. In Experiment6,aneighbourhoodsize effect observed in pure

lists was abolished by concurrent anicu]ation, the same result seen with word length effects

(e.g., Baddeleyet aI., 1975). This confirms the prediclion lhat neighbourhoodsizeinteracts
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Results from Experiment 6 are consistent with the claim that neighbourhoodsize

may have been the cause ofpreYious demonstrations of the word lengtheffect,sincein

those studies length and neighbourhood size were confounded. Iftheclaim is accurate, then

results previously attributed to differences in length should beobservablewithstimulithat

do not differ in length as long as the stimuli differ in neighbourhood size. Concurrent

aniculation, which abolishes the word length effect, also abolishestheneighborhoodeffecl

Note that. although concurrent articulation eliminates a great many phenomena in

immediateserialrecall,itbynomeansquashesallofthem;inpanicular,concurrent

articulation does not abolish many so-called "'ong-term memoryeffects"includingthe

concrelenesseffeCI (Acheson, Postle, & MacDonald, 2010); the frequency effecl (Gregg,

Freedman, & Smith, 1989; Tehan & Humphreys, 1988), or the word class and imageabilily

effeCls(Bourassa&Besner,1994)

It isdifficullto explain the results from the perspective of the phonological loop

framework,becauseconcurrentarticulationisthoughttointerfere with the articulatory

control process. However, another way of thinking about concurrent articulationis

somethingthataddstothecognitiveloadby,forexample,havingtoengageinasecond

aClivily and by adding noise to the lo-be-remembered items (e.g .. Murray, Rowan & Smilh,

1988; Naime, 1990; eath,2(00).lfalargeneighbourhoodhelpsrecalibyassistingwilh



lhe redinlegrative process (Roodenrys,2009),lhen the result makes sense. For example, if

one were to assume that the degraded cue serves as input toan interactive network,then the

slight activation in the network accruing from the commonalities of the neighbours -- which

bydefinilion differ by only one letter--could readily lead to moresuccessfulredintegration

of alarget. In mixed lists, both small-and large-neighbourhood itemsneedidentifying,

which slightly helps the small neighbourhood ilems while slightly hurtingthelarge

neighbourhood ilems.Thesmall-neighbourhood items are helped by the removal (relative

10 the pure lists) oflhree additional harder to redintegrate items whereas the large-

neighbourhood items are hindered by the addition of three hardertoredintegrateitems.lf

concurrent articulation adds noise, then the benefit conveyed byhaving a larger number of

neighbours will be removed,thus lowering perfonnancesubstantially for large

neighbourhood items. However, small neighbourhood items never had much of a benefit

from neighbours to begin with,so interfering with this process has Ii ttleeffect

Regardless of the explanation, the results from Experiment6supporttheviewlhat

length may not be the cause of the word length effect. The nextquestion is whether

reversing the usual confounding of length and neighbourhood size ,such that long words

have a large neighbourhood and short words have a small neighbourhood,wilia

neighbourhoodsizeeffectstillbeobservable?Unfortunately,onecannot use real words to

test this hypolhesis, as there are not enough long words with largeneighbourhoodsinthe

English language. Thus, nonwords are needed. However. it is necessary to demonstrate that

Ihe neighbourhood size effect observed with nonwords is eliminated by concurrent

articulation, just like the neighbourhood size effect with words. Havingdonethatin



Experiment 7. Experiment 8 will then use nonwords to examine whether length or

neighbourhood size has the greater effect on recall.

2.8 Experiment 7

The goal of Experiment 7 was to replicate the results from Experiment 6 with

nonwords. Roodenrysand Hinlon (2002) have already demonstrated a neighbourhoodsize

effect with nonwords.but it is importanttoverifythatjustasinExperiment 6.this effect is

eliminated by concurrent articulation. Therefore. Experiment 7 was just like Experiment 6

except lhal the stimuli were a set of one-syllable nonwords, halfwithlargeneighbourhoods

and half wilh small neighbourhoods. Neighbours of nonwords are words that differ from

the non words by only one letter. Since nonwords interact the same wayaswordswith

neighbourhood size (see, Roodenrys, 2009,for a review),predictionsoflhephonological

loop models, the Feature Model, the Brown and Hulme model and SIMPLE are the same as

for Experiment 6

2.8.2.IParlicipants

Thirty-two undergraduate sludents (18 female and 14 male, mean age = 19.94yrs)

from Memorial University of Newfoundland volunteered to participate in exchange for a

small honorarium. All panicipants were native speakers of English and none had

panicipatedinthepreviousexperiments.

A set of 24 nonwords was created using the orthographic word fonndatabaseof



Medler and Binder (2005) (see Appendix D). All of the nonlVords lVereone-syllableandall

contained five letters. Half of the nonlVords had a large neighbourhoodsize and half had a

smallneighbourhoodsize(26.25vs.6.58)

2.8.2.3 Design and Procedure

The design and procedure was the same as Experiment 6 except for the useaf

As can readily be seen, Figure 2.8 looks just like Figure 2.7 despite lhechange from

words to non words. Large neighbourhood non words in pure listswererecalled better in the

silent condition than small neighbourhood nonwords in pure Iists,replicating the basic

neighbourhood size effect. Concurrent al1iculation eliminated thiseffect,justasitdidfor

words. In Ihe mixed lists, no neighbourhood size effect wasohserved
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These trends were analyzed with a 2 x 2 x 2 mixed design ANOYA with

neighbourhood size (small vs. large) and list type (pure vs.mixed)as within-subjeetfaetors

andencodingcondition(silentvs.concurrentarticulation)asabetween-subjects factor.

nlikeinExperiment6,themaineffeetofneighbourhoodsizedidnotreaehtheadopted

signifieaneelevel,F(I,30)=3.4IO,MSE=0.003,panial,r=0.102,p=0.Q75.The

proportion of nonwords with large neighbourhoods correctly recalled was 0.493 compared

to 0.474 for those with small neighbourhoods. The main effeet of list typewas not

significant,F<I.withapproximatelyequivalentrecallinpureand mixed lists (0.481 vs.

0.486,respeetively).Therewasasignifieantmaineffeetofeneodingeondition,F(I,30) =

8.786,MSE=0.063,panialrf=0.227,withbenerreealiperformaneeinthesilent

condition than in the concurrent articulation condition (0.549 vs. 0.418, respectively)

Neither the interaetion between neighbourhood size and list type, F(1,30)=2.245,

MSE=0.018,partial '1'=0.070, nor the interaetionbetween list typeandeneoding

condition,F< I. were signiticant. However, the interaction between neighbourhoodsize

andeneodingeonditiondidreaeheonventionallevelsofsignifieanee,F(1 ,30) =4.973,

MSE=0.OO3,partial'l'=0.142.Thisrefleetsadiffereneeinreealiof nonwords from large

and small neighbourhoods in the silenteondition (0.569 vs.0.529),butnodifferenee in the

eoneurrentartieulationeondition (0.416 vs.0.420)

It is important to keep in mind when interpreting the two-way interactions that the

three-way interaction between neighbourhood size, list type,andencod ingconditionwas

signifieant,F(I,30)=6.175,MSE=0.OO3.partial'l'=0.17I.Thisrefleetsthepreseneeofa

neighbourhood size effect in pure but not mixed lists in the silentcondition.which is then



abolished by concurrent articulation. Consistent lViththis,Tukey HSDtests revealed a

significant difference between recall of large and small neighbourhoodwordsin pure lists

in lhe silem condition (0.590 vs.0.51 I),but no differences in anyothercondition(for

mixed lists in the silent condilion, 0.549 vs.0.547; for pure listsintheconcurrent

articulationcondition,OA04 vs.OAI7; and for mixed lists in theconcurrentarticulation

condition,O.428vs.0.422,respectively)

There were some slight differences in the particular pattern of sign ificant

interactions between Experiments6and7.but nonwords do sometimesresultinaslightly

differenlpaltemthanlVords(e.g.,RomanielaJ.,2005).Themajorresuits of both

experiments, however, are the same: (I)A neighbourhood size effect is seen in pure lists

but not mixed lists in the silent condition. and (2) this effect isremovedbyconcurrent

articulation. Once again, the results-this time with nonwords-parallelthoseobserved

with manipulations of word length

ExperimentS

Because long English words typically have far smaller neighbourhood sizesthan

short words. it is difficult to find long words with a large neighbourhood size.Turningto

nonwordsseemed practical.Shon pronounceable nonwords are bener recalled than long

pronounceable nonwords (e.g., Romani etal.,2005). Funherrnore, RoodenrysandHinton

(2002)sholVedlhatnonlVordslVithlargerneighbourhoodsizesarerecalJedbelterthan

otherwise equivalent non words with smaller neighbourhood sizes. Similarly, Experiment 7

demonstrated that nonwords from large neighbourhoods are recalled better than words from



small neighbourhood in the silent condition and that neighbourhood size interacts the same

wayaswordlenglhinthepresenceofconcurrentarticulalioninlhaltheneighbourhood

sizeeffeCldisappears in the presence of concurrent articulution. By usingnonwords,lenglh

and neighbourhood size can be factoriallymanipulmed.That is, one can compare short

nonwards with a large neighbourhood, short nonwards with a small neighbourhood, long

nonwordswithalargeneighbourhood,andlongnonwordswithasmaII neighbourhood

While an ideal experiment wQuld use words, there are not enough suitable long words in

the English language that have a large neighbourhood. As non words aIso show effecls of

lenglh,Experiment8 used nonwords. If neighbourhood size isdrivingthewordlenglh

effeCl,lhere should be better recall of nonwords with large neighbourhoodsthanthosewith

small neighbourhoods regardless of the length. If length isdrivinglhe word length effect.

there should be benerrecall of short nonwords lhan long nonwords,regardlessof

neighbourhood size.

2.9.2.1 Phonological Loop

Phonological loop models predict lhat a word length effect will beobservedwith

shonandlongnonwordsbecausethetimeittakestopronounceashortnonwordisless

than the time it takes 10 pronounce a longnonword. Long nonwords would be more prone

to forgening because lheydecay before their memory traces haveachanee to be refreshed.

Neighbourhood size should nol affect recall performance since it is not related to rehearsal

rate.Consequently,recallperformanceforsmallneighbourhoodnonwords should be the

same as recall perfonnance for large neighbourhood nOllwords. The onlysignificantfactor



in the factorial design of Experiment 8 should be the length of thenonwords

According to the Feature Model,short words should always be better recailed than

long words. Since the model explains the word length effect by the number of segments

long and short words have and by the chance of commining errors while reassembling the

segments, nonwords should produce the same pattern of results. Again, the Feature Mooel,

as currently conceptualized, does not make a prediction about effectsofneighbourhood

size. However, if length is not the driving factor behind the word length effect, it is not

critical to the Feature Model. The processes that are responsible forthe word length effect

can be removed from the model without removing its ability to explain other core memory

phenomena. A redintegration process was included in the early version of the model so it

may be possible to add the beneficial effect of having a large number ofneighboufsfor

redintegration

Similarly to the Feature Model, the Brown and Hulme (1995) model predicts a word

length effect by assuming that long words are more prone toassemblyerrorsinshort-term

memory. Since the phonological store is blind to lexical properties of items, the word

length effect will also be observed with nonwords. Because of its limited scope (the Brown

and Hulme model was intended as ademonslration that rehearsal isnot necessary to

explain short-term memoryeffects),the model as currently conceptuaIizeddoesnotmakea

prediction about the effect of neighbourhood size.



SIMPLEmakestheassumplionthatlheword-lengtheffectiscaused by short words

being more distinctive or easier to apprehend than long words. Since short words are more

distinctive than long words, this prediclioncan also be applied Iononwords.SIMPLEalso

predicts that items with fewer neighbours on relevant dimensions are considered more

distinctive and are recalled better than words with more neighbours. Thus, SIMPLE would

predict better recall of nonwards from a small neighbourhood than nonwards with a large

neighbourhood. It is not yet known which variable (length orneighbouhood size) would

have a stronger influence on recall performance.

2.9.3.IParlicipants

Sixteen undergraduatestudenls (12 women and4 men. mean age =23.63yrs) from

Memorial University of Newfoundland participated in exchange for a small honorarium

All participants were native speakers of English and none had participatedinprevious

A selof48 nonwords wascremed using the orthographic word form database of

Medler and Binder (2005) (see Appendix E). Half were short (monosyllabic) and half were

long (disyllabic). In addition.halfhad a small neighbourhood size (oneighbours) and half

had a large neighbourhood size (5.92 for short and 5.83 for long ilems).Phonological

dissimilarity was also equaled: for the small neighbourhood, the PSIMETRICA measure

w<.\s0.30forlheshortnonwordscomparedto0.34forthe]ongnonwords,and for the large



neighbourhood,lhe measure was 0.33 forlhe short nonwords and 0.33 for the long

2.9.3.3 Design and Procedure

Length (short vs. long),andorthographic neighbourhood size (small vs. large) were

within-subjects variables. The procedure was similar to Experimem2,except that each type

oflislw3stested 15 times. The order of the lislS was randomized for each participant

Asa manipulation check. recall of short nonwords with a large neighbourhoodand

recall of long nonwords with a small neighbourhood were first compared. These correspond

to the stimuli used in atypical word length sludy.The short items should be better recalled

than the long items, and indeed,they were: 0.543 vs.0.490,significantbyaTukeyHSD

Ascan be seen in Figure 2.9,recall did nol differ as a funclionoflengthbutdid

differ as a fUl1ction of neighbourhood size.
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Figure 2.9: Proportion ojshorr a"dlon8 nomvordswirh largeorsmaI/neighbourhoods
correcrlyrecal/edin Experimell16. £rror bars show r"e srandorderrorojrhemean

These trends were confinned with a 2 x 2 repeated measures ANOY A with word

length(shortvs.long)andneighbourhoodsize(smallvs.large)as within-subject factors

There was amain effect of neighbourhood size,F(I,15) =25.371,MSE=0.006.p"rtialll'

= 0.628. Nonwords with a large neighbourhood were better recalled than nonwords with a

smallneighbourhood,0.568vs.0.472,respeClively

The main effect of lenglh was nol significanl,F(I,15) = 3.209, MSE =0.OO9,pllrtial

rf=0.389,p>.09.Althoughthedifferencewasnolsignificant,the trend was forslighlly

better recall of the longer nonwords.O.54J vs.0.499.The interaction was not significant, F

As with words, short nonwords that follow the general rules of English have more



neighbours than otherwise comparable long nonwords. However, thereareasufficient

number of nonwords that it was possible to manipulate length and ne ighbourhoodsize

factorially. When this was done, lwo results stood out: (I)onlyneighbourhoodsize had a

measurable effect on the proportion of items correctly recalled,and (2) short-large

neighbourhooditemsarerecalledbetterthanlong-smallneighbourhooditems.Thislatter

finding corresponds to the typical manipulation of word length inthe literature, in which

length and neighbourhood size are confounded

Chapter 3

The goal of the current series of experiments wastotestthreepredictions that arise

from the claim that neighbourhood size, rather than length per se. mediates the word length

effect. If previous demonstrations of the word length effect were caused by comparing

short items from large neighbourhoods to long items from small neighbourhoods, then (I) a

word length effect will not be observed when short and long words are equatedfor

neighbourhood size, (2) long words wilha larger neighbourhood shouldbebetterrecalled

than short words with a smaller neighbourhood,and (3) concurrent articulationshould

remove the neighbourhood sizeeffecLjust as it removes the word lengtheffect.

FurthernlOre, it was predicted that the type of recall task (reconstruction of order, written

serial recall and spoken recall) would not interfere Wilh the pattem a fresults.

3.1.2 Summary of the Main Findings



InExperimentl,thesetofstimuliuseddeliberalelyconfoundedlengthand

neighbourhood size, such that the one-syllable short items had a larger neighbourhood size

than the three-syllable long items. Experiment I demonstrated that the reconstruction of

order task produces the same standard word length effect seen with strict written serial

recall. In Experiment 2,aset of short (one syllable) and long (three syllables) words

equated for orthographic neighbourhood size and frequency were used, and the word length

effect observed in Experiment I disappeared. In Experiment 3,the null results of

Experiment 2 were replicated when using a different set of short and Iongwordsequated

for orthographic neighbourhood size and frequency. Experiment 4 extendedtheresultsof

Experiments 2 and 3 by showing no word length effect with a spoken recall test when the

iterns wereequarcd for neighbourhood size. Experimenl 5 replic::Itedandextendedthe

results of Roodenrys et al.(2002) and Allen and Hulme (2006) by showing that visually

presented words with Imge orthographic neighbourhoods were betterrecalledthanwords

with smallerol1hographic neighbourhoods using a reconstruclion of order task. Experiment

6 showed that the neighbourhood size effect observed in the silent conditionwasabolished

by concurrent articulation. Experiment 7 replicated the resultsofExperiment6with

nonwords. showing that the neighbourhood size effect was abolished byconcurrent

articulation. Finally, Experiment 8 used a complete factorialdesigntoassesslengthand

neighbourhood size. and found a main effect of neighbourhood size but no effect of length

3.2 Neighbourhood Size and IheWord Length ElTect

Given these results, the most plausible explanation of the word Iengtheffectisthat

it is not caused by length per se but rather by some property correiated with length such as



neighbourhood size. eighbourhoodsizeisabetterpredictorofperformancethanword

length,bul it is likely that other lexical or linguistic faclors maybe important as well.

Consideration of such factors may also explain why so many of the results involving word

length critically depend on theparticularslimulus sel used.

The short and long words in Experiments2,3,and4 were equated on all relevant

dimensions thought to be important, but no effects of length were observed. Because it is

possible that some other important dimension wasoverlooked,and because of the past

history of differing word length results as a function ofspecificstimulussets (e.g., Neath et

al.,2003; Birelaetal..2006l,it iscrilicallyimportantlhalolherresearchersreplicatethese

results using different stimulus sets. For any such sets, in addition to controlling for output

time, researchers should also ensure that their short and long word5 are equated on at least

thefollowingdimensions:Concreteness,familiarity,imageabi lity, frequency (Kucera-

Francis,Thorndike-Lorge,andCELEXl,orthographicfrequency,orthographic

neighbourhoodsize,andPSIMETRICAdissimilarily

However, until more stimulus sets aretested,the followingconclu sion is warranted:

neighbourhoodsize--andpossiblyOlherrelatedlexicalandlinguistic factors correlated

with it--ratherthan length per se is one of the critical factors underlying the syllable-based

wordlengtheffecl.

One possible concern is that the word length effect was auenuated by the recall

methodology. More specifically, a proponenl of the phonological loophypolhesismighl

argue that visual presentation and reconstruction of order could diminish the size of the

word length effect because it is explained by articulation time.This possibility w<lstested in



Experiment I by comparing recall palterns of short and long words using wrinen recall and

reconslructionoforder.Therewasnodifferenceintherecallpattemas a function of the

typeoftest.Furthermore,theabsenceofawordlengtheffectwhenshortandlongwords

were equated for neighbourhood size w3sdemonstrated using a spoken serial recall task in

Experiment 5. In addition. in the present Experiment 8. there was an effect of word length

when neighbourhood size was confounded. as is typically done in word length studies

Therefore, these factors do not appear to be criticaL

A second concern may be that because part of my argument is correlational in

n3ture (i.e .• emphasizing the similar effect of concurrent articulationonbothwordlength

and neighbourhood size manipulations). conclusions from Experiments6and7arenot

panicularlystrong.Thisconcern isoniy partly warranted. I acknowledge that finding that

concurrent articulation abolishes the neighbourhood effect does not necessarilymean that it

is the same thing as the lVord length effect. HOlVever,had Experiments6and7failedto

findthatconcurrentarticulationaboiishestheneighbourhoodsi ze effect, this prediction

lVould have been falsified. It lVas a distinct possibility that neighbourhood size might be

like manipulations of concreteness. frequency, imageability ,and word class, and be

immune to concurrent articulation (e.g.. Acheson et al.,2010: Bourassa&Besner.1994;

Gregg et aI., 1989; Tehan & Humphreys. 1988). Thus, the experiment is a strong test of the

hypothesis.

3.3 Accounting for Neighbourhood Effects

Why does a large neighbourhood size benefit immediate recall? This resuit is

surprising, as large neighbourhood size has previously been associatedwithsome



detrimentaleffeCls.lnpal1icular,thereisalargeliteraturethat shows that spoken word

recognition is facilitated for words with smaller neighbourhoods compared to those with

largerneighbourhoods(e,g"Luce&Pisoni,1998),HolVever,facilitativeeffectsforlVords

with large neighbourhoods have been shown on certain production--asopposedto

perception--13sks. For example, Vitevitch (2002) showed thaI moreerrors were elicited for

words with fewer similar sounding words (i.e., small neighbourhood) than words with more

simiiarsQunding words (i.e., large neighbourhood). Similarly, in a picture·namingtask,

words from small neighbourhoods were identified more slowly than words from large

neighbourhoods (see also Vitevitch & Sommers,2003),This is the reasoningbehind

placing the facilitative effects of neighbourhood size at output: increasing the number of

neighbours enhances speech production but not speech perception

3.3.1 Redintegration and Associative Networks

Roodenrys (2009; see also Roodenrys& Miller, 2008) suggested one IVayill IVhich

bothphonologicalandorthographicalneighbourhoodsizecouldhaveabeneficialeffecton

recall. Many models of memory posit that at retrieval,one major task facing the

rememberer is the interpretation of degraded items. Typically, a red integrative process is

invoked which recruits additional information to help interprettheambiguousremnantsof

the to-be-remembered items. If one were to assume that the degraded string serves as input

toan imeractive network,such as might be encountered in speech production, then the

slight activation in the network accruing from the commonalities 0 fthe neighbours could

readily lead to more successful redintegration ofa targeL In other words, the more

neighbours you have, the more activation you will get in the interactive network and the



easierlheitemsaregoinglobetorecall.Suchaprocesscouldalsobeexlendedtoaccount

for other beneficial effeclSoflinguistic or lexical factors, and lhis could be added 10 those

models lhal already include a redimegralivecomponent. Roodenrys(2009; see also

Roodenrys&Miller,2(08)hassuggesledthatthelocusoflheneighbourhoodsizeeffeclis

during redintegralion. If noise is added during presentation or retrieval (Le.,concurrent

articulation) it could remove the benefit of the largeneighbourhooditemsbyreducingthe

Roodenrys's(2009)redintegralionmaysoundcounlerinluitive:lfallthe neighbours

ofa word are activated at recall,words with a large neighbourhood shou ldsufferfromlhe

competition between the neighbours. However, Roodenrys (2009) bases hisredintegration

hypothesis not on who!eitem representations but on sublexicalinfonnation. Each word is

represenledon lwolevels in lhe interaclivenetwork.The first Ievel is the lexical level. It

includes whole word representations. The second level is called lhesublexicalleveland

includes phonemic information. According to McClelland and Rummelhal1's (1981)

connectionist model of word perception, when a word isperceived,itisfirstperceivedat

lhefealUre level, then at the leuerorphoneme level and finally at the word level. In other

words.lheactivalionfirstpassesthroughthefeatureleveJ,followed by the phonemeJletler

level before being perceived at the word level. The activalion is not un idirectional;

uctivationcanalsopassfromthewordlevelbackdowntotheletlerlphoneme level.

When a word needs to be redinlegraled in order to be recalled,onlycel1u in

phonemes/letlersofthe word are still available in the memory trace . Those

phonemes/letlers are used as input inthe nelwork.Consequently ,having more neighbours



helps redintegration by causing more activation in the network and consequently.

increasing the chances of correctly filling-in the missing information with the correct

phonemes/leners.

For example, consider a situation where the word millk has to be recalledinashort-

tennserial recall task but that only the last three letters remain in the memory trace and the

first consonant is missing. The letters i,n,and k would be activatedintheinteractive

network and these letters would activate all the words in long-tennmemory that contain

them in that specific order. Words that contain more letters are activated to a greater degree

than words that contain fewer letters. In this example. the trace 0 fthe wordmillk would

strongly activate the wordmink,but also the wordsmollkormimtoa Iesser degree. The

activated words then feeds activation back to the letters theycontain.Here,thethree

activated words, mink, monk, and mint would activate the missing letter m. Because the

letter m is activated, it is now easier to recall mink from the memory trace containing i,ll.

The abolishment of the neighbourhood size effect in mixed listcou Idbeexplained

by differences inactivation in mixed lists compared to pure lists. Both small and large

neighbourhood words need identifying. The small neighbourhood words would be helped

by the removal of three harder to redintegrate items, which are replaced by easier items

(large neighbourhood items). The addition of large neighbourhood items would also create

more activation, helping redintegration of small neighbourhood items.Large

neighbourhood items would be hindered by the addition of items that are harder to

redintegrate.



3.4 Implications for Theories

It was noted earlier that only one set of Eng!ishwords reliably produces a time-

based word length effect, whereas all othersetstestedsofardonot(e.g.,Lovattelal..

2000; Neathetal.,2003).Tolhis, I now add the evidence that previousdemonstrationsof

the syllable-based word lenglheffecl may be due lo a confound between word length and

neighbourhood size in the stimu!us sets, and when this confound is removed,sotoo are the

effeclsof lenglh

3.4.1 Phonological Loop

To the extent lhat additional sets of stimuli can be found in which short and long

words are approprialely equated and no word length effect emerges, modelsandtheories

based on the phonological loop (e.g., Baddeley, 1986,1992; Burgess&Hitch,1999;Page

& Norris, 1998) are critically compromised. The basic architecture of these models requires

that a word length effect be observed; ifno such effects are observable, then the processes

and architecture that predict the word length effect would need to be removed. Doing so.

however. would also remove the mode!'s ability to account forman y other aspects of

immediate memory. Furthermore, both a time-based word length effect and a syllable-

based word length effect are abolished orgreat!y attenuated by concurrent articulation.

Concurrent articulation is seen as preventing or interfering with art iculatoryrehearsal.

which prevents the decaying traces from being refreshed. The problem for the phonological

loop accounts is explaining why there ,lre sometimes no effects 0 fwordlengthandwhy

concurrent articulation affects the neighbourhood size effect.



The implications for accounts based on item properties are different . The account

offered by the Feature Model (Neath & aime, 1995) does not require a time-based word

length effect, and so the lack of one is not a fundamental problem,butitdoesmakean

incorrect prediction about the syllable-based word length effect in mixed lists (see Hulmeet

aI..2004;Hulme, eath,Stuart,Shostak,Surprenant,&Brown,2(06),andtheresultsof

Experiment I compound this problem. According to the Feature Model, short words should

always be better recalled than long words, no matter the composition of the list. However,

if length per se is no longer a factor that needs to be explained,the processes that produce a

word length effect can be removed. Unlike the case for models based 0 nthephonological

loop, removing these word-length specific processes does not affect the Feature Model's

ability to account for the other core phenomena. Indeed,becausearudimentary

redintegrativeprocesswasincludedintheoriginalversionofthemodel(Nairne,1990),it

maybepossibletoaddthebeneficialredintegrativeeffectsofalargeneighbourhood.

Moreover, concurrent articulation has always been viewed as adding noise (Nairne, 1990;

see also Murray et aI., 1988). If this is the case, then it is easy toexplain the abolition of the

neighbourhood size effect by concurrent articulation.

The Brown and Hulme (1995) model also explained the effects of length based on

item-specificfactors,andalsomadeincorrectpredictionsaboutrecall of short and long

words in mixed lists. As the model was intended to demonstrate that rehearsal was not

necessary for the word length effect, its scope and purpose was limited. With the

demonstration that length effects are not alwaysobserved,the fundamental assumption of



this account, differential decay rates, is also questioned. Thisdoesnot,ofcourse,makethe

model meaningless; rather, it continues to serve as an existence proofthatrehearsalisnot

necessary in order to explain certain immediate memory effects

The tinal model considered (Hulme et aI., 2004; see also Neath & Brown, 2006) is

based on the framework of SIMPLE (Scale Invariant Memory and PerceptualLearning;

Brown et aI., 2007). SIMPLE is a relative distinctiveness model andassumesthatitemsare

represented on one or more dimensions. An item that "stands out" on its dimension (or

position in multidimensional space) will be better recalled than one that has lots of

neighbours. The word length effect was explained by noting that short words are typically

more distinctive (i.e .. easier to apprehend) than long items. In mixed lists, long words

benefit from emergent distinctiveness, that is, compared to the short items,theynow"stand

out" more than when presented in a pure list. Indeed, when only one 10ng item appears ina

list of short items, it is in fact recalled bellerthan the short items (Hulmeetal.,2006).The

challenge for SIMPLE is resolve the paradox that items with fewerc lose neighbours are

seen as more distinct but items with more orthographic (or phonological) neighbours are

recalled better. SIMPLE does not yet include a redintegration stage.

3.5 Time and Memory

As Naime(2002) notes in hiscomprehensivereview,theso-called"standard

model" ofshort-tenn or working mernory posits that items decay unlessoffsetwith

rehearsal,andrehearsal speed is assumed to be related to pronul1c iationtime.lfitemstake

longer to rehearse, fewer of them can be refreshed and so fewer can be recalled compared



to shol1er items. The syllable-based word lengtheffectisahighly robust phenomenon

demonstrated in numerous studies. However,thosestudieshaveconfoundedJengthwith

orthographicneighbourhoodsize(seeTablel).Whenshortandlongwords are equated for

neighbourhood size, no word length effect is observed. This result is devastating for any

model that incorporates the idea of time-based decay offset by rehearsaI. It is simply not

possible to explain why three-syllable words are recalled as well as one-syllablewords

when three-sylJable words take longer to rehearse and so should bemorepronetodecay.

Historically, decay as a cause of forgetting has been vigorously and repeatedly

rejected (e.g., McGeoch, 1932; Osgood, 1953), and it was not until the so-called cognitive

revolutionthattheoriesstartedincludingdecayandde-emphasiz ing other causes of

forgetting(seeNeath,1998,forareview).Now,itappearsasthough the tide is tuming

once again away from time-based decay as an explanatoryconslruct. Indeed, there are an

increasing number of empirical (e.g., Berman, Jonides, & Lewis, 2009) and theoretical

(e.g., Lewandowsky, Oberauer, & Brown, 2009) papers which suggest that time-based

decay simply does not exist; instead,forgetting isattributedtoa number of different causes,

including interference, changed cues, inappropriate processing,relative distinctiveness, and

the like. The results of this thesis add to this growing consensus.

The word length effect has been tenned one of the benchmark findings thatallY

theoryofshort-tenn memory must account for. Indeed, the effect was one that led directly

to the development of working memory and the phonological loop. Experiments Ia and Ib

replicated the typical effects of length when short and long wordswereequatedonall



relevant dimensions previously identified in the lileralure. However,previoussludies

investigating the effect of word length have confounded length with orthographic

neighbourhood size. In English,shortwordsare more likely 10 have a largerneighbourhood

size than long words. and Experiment 5 replicated lhe finding that words with a large

neighbourhood are recalled betterthan words wilh a small neighbourhood. When a new set

of short and long items were also equated for neighbourhood size, the wordlengtheffect

disappeared. Furthennore,Experiment6and7showedlhatconcurrentarticulation

abolished lhe neighbourhood effect, like it doeslhe word lenglh effecl,forbolhwordsand

nonwords. Finally, Experimenl 8 showed lhal neighbourhood size isabenerprediclorof

recall performancelhan word length. These findings add to the growing literature showing

that performance in many memory tasks is affected by particular properties of the stimulus

set used. and compounds the problems for theories of memory. such as working memory.

thatincludedecayoffsetbyrehearsalasacentralfealure.
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Appendix A

TheshorlandlongwordsusedinExperimentslaand lb.

Cone. Fam Imag. KF TL C Orlh. Orlh.
Freq. Fre. Freq. Fre

aisle 509 503 528 6 72 7.6 0.2
beam 502 476 539 21 127 9.2 23.7
draw 442 542 435 56 428 58.7 14.4
flood 553 523 598 19 325 15.6 158.3
howl 434 447 536 4 72 2.6 6.8
oke 388 580 483 22 230 34.6 6.2
lice 543 397 532 2 4 1.9 251.5
mink 589 524 604 5 27 3.3 42.2

426 569 502 88 541 77.7 47.6
peal 402 451 433 I 13 1.1 39.5

lUI 483 536 487 13 92 10.1 8.4
608 556 623 86 801 80.1 30.5

sale 364 555 422 44 403 33.7 55.6
threat 335 524 408 42 108 64.3 28.2
wrath 304 466 377 9 51 7.5 0.1

Mean 458.8 509.9 500.5 27.9 219.6 27.2 9.0 47.5
Stdev. 92.1 52.2 75.1 29.2 233.8 29.1 6.2 68.5

lant 351 524 443 9 50 9.8 0.0
,nl 419 564 518 33 399 50.3 0.1
val 267 526 375 51 108 29.7 0.0

479 533 421 68 550 41.0 0.0
539 529 564 46 320 24.5 1.7

ner 492 499 516 4 92 7.4 0.0
559 387 527 1 4 0.8 0.0

ian 564 558 585 23 72 5.3 0.0
on 346 566 305 58 424 64.8 0.0
..ph 493 559 482 12 72 10.0 0.0

476 468 495 8 27 3.5 0.0
459 423 459 I 13 1.3 0.0

s m tthy 278 501 402 36 228 31.8 0.0
telemph 547 460 518 21 126 3.0 0.0
telehone 619 605 655 76 800 102.9 0.1

Mean 459.2 513.5 484.3 29.8 219.0 25.7 0.2 0.1



IStdev. 1 106.71 5861 87.91 25.11233.9129.1 10.410.41

Note: Cone.::;;; concreteness; Fam. = familiarity; Imag. = imageability; KF Freq. = Kucera-

Francis frequency;TL Freq. = Thomdike-Lorge frequency;c. Freq. =CELEXfrequency;

Orth.=numberoforthographicneighbours;Orth.F.=CELEXfrequencyoforthographic

neighbours. The first four measures are from the Medical ResearchCounci1

Psycholinguistics database (http://www.psy.uwa.edu.au/mrcdatabaseluwa_mrc.htm) and

the remaining measures are from the MCWord database of Medler and Binder (2005;

http://www.neum.mew.edulrncword/).



AppendixB

The short and long words used in Experiments 2 and 4.

Cone. Fam Imag. KF TL C. Olth. Olth.
Fre Fre. Fre. Freq.

disc 553 466 575 5 8.0 23.08
rief 303 505 480 137 16.2 47.00

247 585 330 933 60.3 25.46
numb 379 487 477 55 4.2 11.72

hase 360 516 319 91 31.2 9.16
rooue 424 378 478 II 2.6 3.45
shriek 481 458 515 101 3.9 6.19
SDOne 597 538 577 51 7.5 1.43
SQuare 516 576 610 573 92.0 3.69
squeak 461 506 492 22 2.9 1.84
teeth 618 593 611 405 82.1 10.53
throng -l00 377 452 60 3.6 9.76
wheat 594 510 577 158 30.3 4.22

Mean 456.4 499.6 499.5 32.3 200.2 26.5 1.0 12.1
Stdev. 117.3 68.7 94.7 46.7 276.0 31.7 0.0 12.9

assemble 394 482 413 9 98 5.5 26.95
539 529 564 46 320 24.5 1.67

;ion 303 541 453 24 244 24.9 11.36
513 448 508 2 14 3.9 45.81
397 446 416 32 I 1.5 3.39

"In 567 471 610 5 70 3.6 6.19
nan 516 537 559 28 580 24.4 29.09

311 388 357 2 25 2.3 1.43
563 500 584 61 228 101.0 13.68
550 549 593 101 585 79.3 33.43

:raph 590 551 618 18 342 28.7 1.49
326 497 367 96 58 40.9 1.96
443 480 352 21 17 56.7 33.26

Mean 462.5 493.8 491.8 34.2 198.6 30.6 1.0 16.1
Stdev 105.1 48.4 102.2 33.3 207.3 31.5 0.0 15.5



AppendixC

The short and long words used in Experiment 3.

Conc. Fam. Imag KF TL C. Grth Grth
Fre Fre Fre Fre

birch 620 518 561 2 34 2.5 38.4
broad 399 523 463 84 282 42.3 40.3
cloud 554 553 595 28 367 32.5 10.5
flask 595 401 614 5 16 4.3 14.1

loom 399 475 429 14 74 11.3 5.5
itch 488 526 486 5 20 2.5 12.6
m th 334 514 359 35 22 19.9 2.0
lede 360 442 408 3 70 5.5 0.6

611 444 578 I 104 2.0 3.8
slil 417 514 445 30 119 38.7 0.3

warm 406 463 488 3 76 3.3 0.4
"Cnd 328 503 373 46 75 22.7 3.2
,veed 570 429 540 5 76 5.1 0.2
auh 550 445 550 2 35 3.6 19.6

Mean 473.6 482.1 492.1 18.8 97.9 14.0 2.0 10.8
Sidev. 107.2 45.3 82.9 23.9 102.4 14.5 0.0 13.5

altitude 373 420 472 4 53 4.4 41.8
charit 373 518 445 8 158 14.3 5.6

tion 488 466 502 28 251 16.1 2.4
ion 327 492 316 12 20 5.9 12.1

485 402 419 I 15 1.0 3.6
561 574 551 6 24 7.3 9.1
505 469 489 16 82 12.7 20.5
455 542 462 83 124 62.6 0.0

sion 500 462 534 5 89 12.8 11.9
615 644 613 120 393 73.6 6.8
521 429 445 I 27 1.0 0.6

scavener 486 474 501 I 10 0.6 0.2
treasurer 557 511 493 14 34 4.5 4.1
vocation 349 458 404 3 19 2.7 14.6

Mean 471.1 490.1 474.7 21.6 92.8 15.7 2.0 9.5
Sidev 86.2 64.5 71.1 35.4 110.3 22.9 0.0 11.1



AppendixD

onwords used in Experirnent7.

Phon.
FreQ.

Small
Nei hbourhood
chush 27

3
115
57

370
7

588
158
883
175

zarsh 62

louIe II

Mean 6.58 204.67

Stdev 3.03 275.76

~:~~~bourhood
boarg 22 916

Ichone 21 478
24 2591
30 546
20 4517
26 4217
23 2628
27 2895
20 73
20 427
43 3986
39 665

Mean 26.25 1994.92

Stdev 7.61 1660.08



AppendixE

The short and long nonwords used in Experiment 8

Orlh.
Fre

Short Small
Neihbourhood

Iys

ay

Orth.
Freq.

heath afted

rever

ily
iver
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